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PART I
THE ECONOMIC ASjECTS OF SOUTHWESTERN
REQIONALISM
C

I

(Continued from February
i·

QUARTERLY)

I

.

Cease Not Living

.,. ,

. By KYLE CRICHTON

Katherine
Gerould wrote New Mexico:
·
W The Backwash of S*in/ in Harper's, years ago, I reHEN

Full~rton

.~ember that even· while II was jdining the' ch~rus of indignatiori I was experiencin~ an un~omfortable.sensation tell-

ing me t~at Mrs. GerOUldfas. et!I(entially ri':ht.. Theartiele
was partIcularly r~ented In Santa Fe, WhICh should· have
been warning enough to e, but 11' was'Still under the spell
of Southwestern romance and not prepared to doubt that
American culture had re ched ,a final lodging place som~
where close to the Old Pace.
Even then I was vag ely aware of the progress of history and conscious of the ct that while the future might be
: horrible, we could not w th success retreat i~to the past.
· From that conviction, it
possible to go on to the further
· truth that the regjonal idea in the Southwest was not so much
· a desire to perpetuate the irtues of the past ~ to escape the
_realities of the present. he young men who fled to Paris
:in those same days after t e war were happy enough to elude
• J Keokuk and Terre Haute -without bothering greatly about
the reasons of their flight. They had freedom in Europe and
could speak with tartnes about the life they had left behind, but, as a general t ing, they were content to enjoy
themselves and let the res of the world go its own sad way.
It was only in New Mexi that the refu~ees felt the need
· of j ustifying~ their 1light From th8.tt. came the mystical
nonsense of God, the India ,and the good dark earth.
The merits of regiona ism 'in art and literature. are quite
apparent. There is eve hing fine in pride of place .and
I

.

,

1

•
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pride of tradition. Culture,zis not a thing which may be
manufactured sYnthetically;; it grows out of a rich background and from a sound phjlosophy. The u~e of plain
materials, of native truths, oY well-loved scenes Is c,ertainly
permissible in literature, if not obligatory. But' regionalism
as a doctrine is another matter. From the viewpoint of the
writer -and artist there is no such thing as regional cqlture
or even national clllture; there is culture. Therefore, when
Allen Tate and John Crowe Ransom and the I Take My
Stand poets of the South seek to re-establish the slave owning aristocracy of the Old South, it ceases to be merely a love
of regionalism and becomes a political portent of something
deeper. What they are trying to do is turn back the clock
of histor.y and the clock can never be turned back. Since it
is plain that their ideas of the sweet virtues of pre-bellum
days can not be achieved through simple desire, it follows
that a return to the life they crave so ardently can come
only through political and economic action. H~nce the pride
in regionalism ceases to be love of place and becomes 'a policy
of obscurantism and ,reaction.
It is a part of life that we have a n~stalgic feelin~ for
. the past. We yearn for the good old days of 1913, just as
the people in 1913 were yearning for the good old days of
the Spanish-American war. The life- in Wilmington, Delaware, which seems. so perfect now ~ Henry Seidel Canby ,
as he looks back on it was probably considered impossible
by old citizens who craved the peace and soft gentility of
the 'Period of Stark Young's So Red the Rose. Among' economists may be found gentlemen of equal futility who can
think of nothing better to do about the surplus of shoes' than
. to urge us to mrke our ow-n shoes", We' ~re asked to return
to the 'simple hfe of the hand loom and the self-sufficient
household. If this does not succeed, we shall probably find
ourselves back in a cave, feeling happy and self righteous,
albeit a trifle foolish.
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The Santa Fe idea o~ Spain redivivus is not ~only fantastic but disastrous. Th~ Spanish-Americans ~n no< more
t return to their former walYs of living than 'the Indians can
i reclaim the American con~inent. The stimulation of handi: ~ crafts is entirely worthwHile; what is stultifying and danI
. ~ gerous is the thought t~New Mexic~ can h~pe to retain
its cultural flavor and
nomic independence while sura totally diffe ent sort of world,. My primary
I' ',J-(concern
, rounded isbythe
I
Spanish-Americans, for whom I have great
respect and admiration, a~1d I am violently opposed to any
policy which seeks to binp. th~m to it dead .past or Wh~C.P attempts to make them exc ptlOns to the course of hIstory.
i
I!
It would have been more ecent of the Rio Grande, for exI
ample, if it had not persi ted in overflowing its banks and
i.
washing away the ranch of the natives. The sentimental
!' notion of retaining the pI t of ground on which the family ..
I.
had lived for centuries g ve way before the physical fact
;
of dissolution. The one p ssible way of saving the land is
!
Conservancy, but before t e Conservancy'project is worked
to its conclusion, there will be .social and economic upl1eavals
of a far-reaching sort. Se timent and art are rio match for
1
nature and historY and ljlo" people can hope to maintain,
I
themselves, either culturally or phy~ically, by retreat into
an ancient world.
.
I ' ,
I
Henry Ford once tOld~me t~at. politics were of comparatively little imporfunce in. the JorId. .S. inee we were speaking of the NRA and sim·lar matters, Mr. Ford was not
I
thinking of the.futility·of preci~ct elections bUt of the more rJ
important matter of POlitI~S an4i economics, which are, after
all, the basis of pOlitiCS." he sifuple truth, of course, is that
, politics and economics hay everything to do with our lives.
The Swiss watchmakers "jere content with their craftsman
guilds and scornful of theJest of the world until the American tariff laws and qUQta estrictions in other parts of the
world ruined their ma~1ke and ,brought destitution to th~ir
once prosperous canto~s., I The~ are now bro~ght to ~he
o

I
I
I
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necessity of bootlegging watches into America, a procedure
which has grown to a large industry and is being met ·by the
indignation of the citizens of Waltham, Mass. The Japanese, as well, are turning out high class watches by the
millions, and at prices with which the Swiss cannot hope
to eompete.
If I elaborate upon the practical, it is because art itself
is so closely bound up with life that no culture can hope to
support itself when the roots from :which it grows are rotting. Quite simply, the art movement in the Southwest is
doomed to sterility so long as It attempts to maintain itself
outside the currents of contemporary existence. My knowledge of painting is negligible, but for the .other arts I think
. it is only kindness to say that nothing' has come out of the
:Southwest since the so-called revival that has any statliJ;'~
or permanent worth. Indeed, the output has been pitiful
and marked by a narrowness of outlook and a shallowness of
thought which is embarrassing.
What the literate visitor to New Mexico hastens to do
upon his first visit is fashion, an article on the Penitentes
•
and recount anew the legend of the Church at Isleta. What
the permanent guests have produced is little better. Having
no understanding, either of their own feelings or of the.
causes of their ill.,..adjustment to modern life, the sensitive
~eople who fled. to New MeXICO in the days after the wa~
!ere eager to believe that their salvation lay in unity with
some deeper, simpler force. From this' arose the worship
~f the Indian and the attempt to establish a form of my~ti
qal relationship with him. To understand the Indian and
learn from him was admirable enough but to believe that
machine civilization could be evaded by retreating into the
kiva was never anything but nonsense. The effect of such
thinking, however, has been profound and has colored'
New Mexican literature to such an extent that much of it
reads like medieval lore.' Its true effect is a crippling of the~
l'

<
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~~:~~~:a:~ds~o;:::r:l~1~ ::;~e::~C~lated to de~deD

l.
I

When Erskine Cald~ell writes Tobacco Road, it i~ apparent that he is regarding his poor whites not as an isol~ted
and picturesque Iilani~es tion of Sou~ern life, but from,
.the larger perspective 0 f life itself. Treated from the re~oD:al viewpoint: as m~n ~i~ilar tales have ~een tre~te?,
It would sound lIke some hlng'seen by a tourIst ona !trlp
through the West Indieb.
Over everything coming
.
. frotri
c: the'
Southwest hangs that Blur
of triviality i
andamateurishJl.ess.
: I
'
Writers who have beel)l. IrVing. in the section for years: are
still so greatly influenced by t~e "romance" of it that ~ven
their most profound utter nces have an unreal and fantastic
sound".. I have never r~a4, for lexample, a sensible piec~ on .
the Penitentes. Aside !frbm the information that the ~rac
tice had been noted in: Itily as early as the Fifteenth pentury and was still prevalent in outlying districts of New
Mexico, I know nothing of its background. More than that,
I know nothing about its rheaning to the people who pr~tiee
it or t,he reasons for lts survh:al .in New Mexico' ~n1 itsabsence, for i~stan~e,. ,.iin Mexico or Spain. Wh.en ~..sJPeak
of the fantastIc qualIty f most Southwestern wrltI~g, I
mean its substitution f yth for reason, its' insist~cb on
evading thought by consIdering everything strange a~ an
isolated instance t>f'individuality rather than a part of the
:
pattern of life.
New Mexico, cut <i.ff from Spain for hundreds
r . of 'Y/ears
and from MeXICO for almpst a hundred years, IS now 1k> be
separated from Ameri~nl culture, with which at best i1 has
had but slight contact." I I once managed the tour of a, Mexican orchestra throug¥ Ne~ Mexico and was ~nnoy~ by
the subdued snickers of tile Mexicans when they talked ,~ith
my New Mex!can frieJilds., I thought it ~form of sno~bery
and finally saId so.
.
~
, - ;
"Oh, but no," said th1e Mexicans, immediatelY coptrite.
"It is not that at all. We were laughing because when
we
, I
1
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talk with your friends, they use strange words that we only
see in textbooks. It is much <as if you were to have somebody
talking to you in the language of Chaucer. Some of the
words haven't been spoken in Mexico in hundreds of years.
It struck us as funny but we didn't .mean to be impolite."
New Mexico needs new in'fluences rather than ~ revival of its years-long stagnancy. In recent years it has
been led by individuals wholthernselves were defeated by life
and eaB"er to escape it. I certainly have no theories about
"civilizing" the Indian but I also know quite well that in
a world of realities no state of the United Sta~s is going to
prosper intellectually by the mere process of hegotiating a
treaty with Sitting Bull!' Wha~ I should ·suggest to New
Mexican educators is that along with the excellent study of
archaeology should be inc'uded a more detailed analysis of
the Third Reich of Herr Hitler and of the march to socialism
of the U. S. S. R. I should even pay some attention to Ethiopia. If my memory is accurate, the young men of Chimayo
and Clovis marched bravely away fn 1917 to correct something that had been started in a small town in Serbia. What
I should like to suggest further is that New Mexico become
less a part of the Southwest and more a part of the world. I
should like to suggest also that the whole ~heory of regionalism be laid quietly away with the other ~elics of a period
when it was felt that the way to live was to icease living.

~

~.
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Is Folk-Art Property?
A Rep~y tq Philip Stevenson
By JOHN
GOULD
FLETCHER
,
,
•

.

(?

I

0-

II
I

.I' N' HIS remarks in the February number of the NEW.I.MEX-

ICO QUAR~RLY, Mr~ Philip Stevenson resorts not to ,~rgu
ment but to theshibbqleths of a certain class of write~ who
are always able to dis,miss any argument they may h~ppen
to dislike by giving it bad names. Thus he says, "Boul1geois
., idealists are invariably pessimists", and then goes
to
portray a world of p~ple full of horror at the inroads 'flUch
machine-made living ihas accomp.lished at the expen~e
of
I
the folk-arts,' but utterly unable. to do anything to check
these inroads, since tle inroads themselves are justifi,d' by
"a society founded in icompetition for private profit". 1 And
he points out that the Gnly society apparently not found~d on
such competition, to ~,t, Soviet Russia, is fostering an1 preserving the fol~ art~ In. accordance with .it~ po~icy toV(ards'
"a culture natIonalIst In form and socIalIst In con~nt".
Therefo!e, the conclusl.on is inescapable. The people ofjNew
. Mexico if they wish to preserve their folk-tradition~ and
handicrafts, ne~d. onl~ become B?lshe~ks,and all ~ll. be
well. The commIsars: of the SOVIet wIll see to everythIng
I
"
else. Quod erat demo~strandum.
This argument is based on so many blindnessesi and
falsifications in regarq to fact. that it is almost, if not dUite.
useless to attempt to cbnfuite Mr. Stevenson. Still, it skems
never to have occurred to him that a "bourgeois ide4list"
like myself, might also be a bouJ;geois realist on occalsion,
and know something, too, about facts. So I will att~mpt
to enlighten h i m
.,'
, :I
,
It is quite true ~ td say that it is useless for me, or for .
'anyone, to waste tear~ about the present dominance of the
machine over the earlier modes of handicraft living. Whether
w~ like it or not, or whether we consider the results ~ven
us by the machine socially desirable or not, the masstproi[ 77 ]"
I'
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ductive technology of modern life has come to stay. Only--1.
and ,to look at the matter in this light is to look at i~ as it
really is, without optimism or pessimism-where in Russia
the present rulers of. that country are imposing tQe massproductive technology on a vast number of people used for
centuries to nothing but handicraft ways of living, in this
country the handicraft ways of living have steadily declined
before ever more efficient mass-productive ways, until the
, moment has come when the mass-productive ways have
broken down of their own weight. In short, where Russia
faces the possibility of' a vast exp~nsion in the direction' of
machine mass-production, 'we in the United States must now
face just as inevitable a ,con~raction in exactly this 'field.
Such is the verdict, neither of the optimistic M~. Stevenson,
nor of the pessimistic Mr. Fletcher. It is the verdict of the
impersonal fact or history.
Which all goes to show that Mr. ~Steveri.son's final assumption, "for better or worse, the world has become a clan"
is just simply nonsense. The world is not a clan. It ·may
beCome so, some day-but even Marx himself never supposed
it was. A completely materialistic and "economic" view of
human. history seems tQ' have led Mr. Stevenson into the
-.
error committed by hundredS' of other &Marxians, the error
of supposing that man either has had no history worth mentioning, or doesn't need any. As a plain matter of fact, there
are no two countries which dispute this verdict that "man
is a clan" more completely, than do Russia and the United
States today.
'
For instance, Mr. Stevenson is proud of the fact that
the Soviets have protected and fostered the folk arts, 'and
uses this fact to bolster up his argument that unless we destroy capitalism in this country, we cannot serve what remnants of folk-art remain on thi&' continent. But did the'
Soviets create those folk-arts which they are now preserving? They inherited a v~st reservoir of folk-art from the
Czarist past, and they- simply continued it. They would have

l

_It-
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been fools not to le~ the. tradition go on-it was useful, as
, ,Mr. Stevenson hims~lf has pointed out, to them as alsource
of possible foreign'1fevenue. It could be made profitrble to
the state capitalism they practice.
'" ' . .
In this country~ the, situa.tion. has been exactly '~he re,verse. From the tUne when the original thirteen eplonies
found themselves eagerly looking forward to the Western
Country, about twebty ,years before the Revolutjoni every
effort wa:s made to jsubstitute for the tradition~l fOllk-arts
of the colonies, the ~anufacturingtechnique. I need s~arcely
remind Mr. Stevens?n of the interest in science andl invention-taken by such early
American' figures as Frank in and
I ,
Jefferson. I need o;ny state that some years before t~e Civil
War, William E. Y cey of South Carolina, Calhoun's successor in the develo~ing struggle between the two s~ctions
of the country, stated in a speech before the Ante~ican
Senate that the contribution of the South to American civilization had been the art of congressional statesm'4nship,
while that of the North had been largely the development
. I
of invention as seen :in the Patent Office at Washingtpn. It
would indeed' have been irgpossible for Ameri<;a to ha~e been
colonized so rapidly h.ad not modern ma!c·"e.ry heIIl~d that
colonization.
"
I
Nor need I remitld Mr. Stevenson th thequestiqn now
.is, not whether we are going to gOia;long with the domlinance
of modern machinery, but- whether under the domin~nce of
modern machinery, anybody is going to be employed iat all!
In short, the machine developed to the high point that! it has
reached, has already; created abundant leisure in th~ guise
of unemployment, and if it were owned or controlled tomorrow by a board of t~chnical exper,ts who operated it: not at
all for profit, but only for the use pf ~l, there would ~till be
millions without work to do. So what can these millio1j1s take
up but handicrafts?! And we in this country need as much
training in the, knowledge of how. to 'make handicr~ts, as

..

I

I,

I

i

'

_
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the Russians do in the exactly opposite technique of how to
manage machinery,
In short, Mr. Stevenson, what we need is to take a few
lessons from those Mexicans and Indians of yours, who certainly have no such illusions as "the world is a clan". And
perhaps if we do learp from them, we will learn also that
they regard their handicrafts as one form of property, and
~. they are not even averse to the profit-motive when it comes
to disposing of t 'r property. It will, however, always. be
a different kind of p operty than the factory-made kind, fpr
.-,it will depend on in 'vidual skill and traditional patt~
rather than on mechanical copying and immediate functional
utility. And what is more, it is also likely to be real property, an actual objective"creation of some kind, not merely a
paper accumulation of stocks, shares, bonds, and capital, for
the next wind of depression to blow away! In short, there
is -a distinction ~o be made between property and capital
which your philosophy does not make, Mr. Stevenson, and
unless you do make it, you will never understand either eco. nomics or handicraft.
I

.
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Antidote and Paradox
~

A Comment
By DUDLEY

WYNN

)

says: "In short, where Russia faces the
possibility of Ja vast expansion in the direction of machine iniss-production, we in the United States must now
face just as .inevit~ble a contraction in exactly this field."
Proceeding on this ~ssumption, Mr. Fletcher finds that there
is a definite place for handicrafts in our life, Qecause with
all the leisure' the machine bas given us, the unemployed,
must have somethipg to do. These. unemployed, I presume,
are to leave the bread lines aI\d begin making pottery, and
are to go out and sell their pottery in competition with machine-made things. In this manner, the great unemployed
"leisure" class is to retain its integrity, express itself, and
maintain its hold upon its art as property.
Mr ~ Stevertson's way of thinking undermines this argument at its very foundation. Why do we face an inevitable
~contraction of rpachinemass-pr'oduction? Why is it inevitable? It is inevitable only undet: the conditions of the competitive profit system. [f the· Machine" were released from
private control and werel used for prodVftion, not for profits,
there would be an inevi1fa,ble expansion of mass-production.
That is why Russia is ~panding while we are contracting
production. Are we so well-housed and well-fed that we
could not consume mor~ than is now being produced? Surely
Mr. Fletcher would not say so, however little concern he may ,have for all the gadgets that machine mass-production could
put forth. Contraction is inevitable only if one assumes that
the present capitalistic ~ystem is endowed with eternal life.
. That is an assumption which Mr. Stevenson will not tolerate;
and Mr. Fletcher, in assuming such, is playing right into the
hands of the very thing he and 'the Agrarians of the South
de~st-the nOll-human trIass-production of the North since

M

R. FLETCHER

J

•.
?

[ 811
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1860. Contraction may be inevitable, for contraction is
Fascism, and ·Fascism may be inevitable; but Mr. Fletcher
need not pretend to like this horrid inevitability. At least,
he ought not to predicate our future upon such a system. of
contraction. The people have h~d ,p. taste of abundant commodities, and they will not submit forever to a contraction
in the supply of them., This much is pretty clear, tQ even a
"bourgeois idealist": the Machine has come to stay; collectivization is one way of mastering and humanizing it; there
is every possibility that a free Machine can, attain to a hi,gh
level of beauty, design, and quality in the products which it
turns out in abundance.
That is why I wish that Mr. Fletcher had never admitted that the Mach~ne h~s come to stay. As long as the
Agrarians (Mr. Fletcher is, or was, one of them) denied,
denounced, and vilified th~ Machine and i~ progen~-vul
garity, utilitarianism, the cheap concept of Progress, the
still 'shabbier ideal,·of hum~nitarianism, the destruction of
almost all civilized values-they were on solid ground and
had a logically defensible position. But now that it is ad'mitted that the Machine has come to staYt everyone of the
Agrarian ideals crumbles-which is only another way I have
of saying that th~ Agrarian position was a very difficult one
to begin with, becau:se it was so strenuous an ideal. The
Agrarian, the bourgeois idealist, the Humanist, all of us
every day succumb to, and acquiesce ,in, the new cultural
pattern of this new world-view (humanitarianism, pJ;ogress,
-etc.) which is so unalterably opposed to the older 'world-view
(humanism, religion, "the tragic view of life," etc.). How
easy it is to succumb to the new, how difficult to adhere to
~he older tradition or discipline is beautifully illustrated by
an address of the Humanist Norman Foerster at Rockford
College, Illinois,recently. Mr. Foerster, in holding up for
emulation the early Renaissance conception of liberal ed!lcation as a stern discipline, inveighed against our shabby
humanitarianism. How can aJlything great, l1e said in ef'.
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fect,come out of a society whose ideal is comfort? But then
he had to say in a kind of undertone (I give merely the gist
of his remarks) that, of course, we ~annot deny the comfort of comfort, or the value of comfort. The intellectual
climate, the fundamental belief of our age, vitiated ¥r.
Foerster's noble. address. ,Mr. ~oerster -went out to 'slay ,a
dragon~ and ended by lying down to let the dragon lick his
wounds. And there go all of uS:
After all, the question of. whether we shall or shall not
have handicrafts and folk-arts is a ~ery minor question. The
presence ofa fol.k-art (as that is at present conceived)· is a
sy.mptom, not a c,ause. It is a symptom o~ certain kind of
culture. The particular kind of c~lture which it is symptomatic of is a culture which reflects the fatalistic-superstitious-revereqt view of life. Think of the English' and Scot- :
tish popular ~allads or Gf the American Indian. The world
today holds the progressivist-amelioristic-scientific-utilitar-.
ian view. Whenever an automobile and a1newspaper and a
tourist come in contact with a' ballad or an Indian it is almost sure death to the ballad and the Indi~n. Mr. Fletcher,
in holding out for a system of private property iri the folkarts as a kind of antidote to a hideous machine culture, is
pleading a hopeless cause. Mr. Stevenson, in insias'tirig that
Soviet Russia nourishesJ and fosters folk-arts, is pleading a
paradox'. Everything tlat modern Russia stands for means
folk-arts, as we use that term at
the rapid extinction
present. The question ltoday, I believe, is whether or not
anything humanly satisractory can be made out of a Machine
culture. Mr. Fletcher does not solve the problem QY proposing to take ten million men' out of circulation and set
them to weaving, rugs and baskets. What about 'the other
one hundred and ten minion or more Who are going to have
to live with the Machine? Is there anything fOf them except machine-tending, spencTing, machine-tending, spending ... ? This last question, by the way, is for Mr. Stevenson as well as Mr. Fletcher.
1,

;

.,

of:

,'

..
.
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Roc~felle~ Center on the Camino

.

By T. M.

PEARCE

.

discussion to which Mr. Crichton and Mr. Fletcher
contribute in this QUARTERLY was begun by Mr. Wynn,
Dr. Clark, and Mr. Stevenson in FeBruary. The five 'articles
may now be reviewed by readers with the addition of Mr.
Wynn's commentary and what editorial comment will here
follow.
Late in the fall the editor of the QUARTERLY began to
speculate upon what estimate could be made of the economic
side of the regional movement in the Southwest. That Mary
AUstin and Frank Applegate had begun to think quite definitely in this direction is proved by the founding of the
Spanish Colonial Arts Society which operated a shop in
Sena Plaza for the merchandising of native goods. Before
the death of Mr~. Austin, plans had been formed with her
encouragement for the Spanish Market; in some ways suecessor to the Spanish Colonial Art Society's original shop.
Years earlier, and relying primarily upon'. Indian goods,
, began\the vast organization- of Fred Harvey Curio Shops
whose regional goods have been wholesaled and retailed in
sums many a major industrialist concerned with machin'e
made textiles, jewelry, and jiardinieres would respect. Our
discussion has enjoyed no report from the director of the
New Mexico Vocational Rehabilitation Bureau whose ex~
hibits in Santa Fe and elsewpere have stressed the economic
return brought to unemployables by the spinning of native
wpol, the weaving, carving, ornamental tin, and other crafts.
San Jose Training School of the University of New Mexic6,
through community projects, has I know figured impressively
toward self support of small communities through crafts.
Though this is regional economy and of considerable
monetary return" it does not settle the maior problem of
regionalism as.an economic program, because all of the contributors recognize, as does this writer, that minorities are

T
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•
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engaged in it. Yet for, fear we can make no more of our
case for regional economics, let tIs repeat that ,here, in our
very diversity of industry, whether of pinon, tortIlla and
tamale selling, or of cur~os and health, the economic aspects
of Southwestern region~Iism both in merchandising novelty
and stressing special intlustries is not to be di::;missed. ·
But to tackle the major issue: "Ha1; Southwestern Rean economic proiram for a
gionalism or any Regionalism
.
I
majority of its people ?'r Scientific planning, as pr. Clark
I
"
.
points out, will c6nse~ve l);Vater, forests, game, the range, and
will make inevitable ~ompromise between the land as nature
and man as industr~al Iscientific society. Yet it will not
~ttl~ the, co.'~fest betW!n l~bor ~n? caPit~l, as. o~tbreaks
In tile mos~ Improved achine-mining unIts of Gallup or
Madrid testify. Mr. S venson believes that machines in
socialized industries c~ be made to free the worker for
folk arts, by time savi.p and ~nergy saving instea~ of wasting both time and' ener in competitive warfare for private
profit. Mr. Fletcher' pOInts out that capitalism of one sort
or another will remain, hether the state capitalism of the
Soviet Republic or the private capitalism' of the United
States. This article is ritten just after listening to President Roosevelt's firesid 'T'adio talk of April 28th. It is
pertinent to remark th unemployment has justified state
capitalism ~n the Uni
States through government projects on a vast scale, and if the currency and credit of banking are further integrat d with the federal treasury system
even a greater degree 0 state capital will be in reserve to
supplement: or dominat private capital.
What I've just wri ten seems a far step from Southwestern region~l econo ~s, and yet from the~ start of the
parley the issues were roader than regional, because regional met national an international industrial organization. It is from such a p,oint of view Mr. Crichton writes-th~ national or world oU~loo~ as it faces th~ ~rovincial. Mr.
CrIchton speaks of the OItung to New MeXICO of refugees
.

I

I

,

r

I
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who "felt the need of justifying their flight" by the "mystical nonsense of God, the hldian, and the good dark earth."
Yet one can scarcely fail to retort that aside from the question-begging term "nonsense," all the terms listed are good
topics for reflection and if one needs to leave the city limits
of metropolitan New York to think about God, to meet an
Indian, and to see the good·1 dark earth, we, among others,
would take the step. One can be a refugee in,one direction
or the other.
We confess'to wishing' Mr. Crichton had footn'oted the
list of our leaders who weire individuals "defeated by life
and eager to escape it." None of ,the leaders here as I have
known them answer to his description except D. H.Lawrence and perhaps' his Southwestern hostess. C. F. Lummis,
Frank Applegate, Eugene'Rhodes, Mary Austin-to name
only four of those who have led-can with little justice be
said to have been "defeated by life and eager to escape it." ,
That in more directions than one, each of them embraced
life to its fullest, and founded almost schools of followers,
present day Southw~stern archaeology, crafts". literat~re,
idealogy and phraseology will testify. .
.
How significant this is to be, the moment, here or in
New York City, can~ot decide. A little clear thinking both
places will help. Wf!. represent rural America everywhere
(with apologies to the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce).
What our or any other 'community's native industries are to
do in competition with the great syndicate stores, power,
light, oil, cinema, automotive,- steer, radio, etc., etc., is a matter for general reflection. The current is~teadily toward
standardization with th~ rest of America. When this standardization is complete, we shall be exactly where Mr. Crichton is now, wondering where to turn next.
Mr. Crichton says to us, "Cease to live in the past," but
he cannot by words say to the past, "Cease to live in us."
The past lives on in us both east and west. The air of economic and political discussion recently has been befogged
,.

,

,
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with such terms as "PI' letariat," "bourgeois idealist," "dialectical materialism,"" iddle class," "workers," "third international," "class ·stltuggle." The West and Southwest
have always been accla~med for an" atmosphere. where "the
sky is'not cloudy all da~." . Maybe a "North American man~'
can be grown on thils Sloil· and a "North American mind,"
borrowing something ~rom the stature of New England's
Emerson and the SoutHwest's Cowboy and Pueblan.From
the former would derivle a good deal of "mystical nonsense
about God" and from the last a community ideal of how to
get along with everyb y else and sacrifice if need be to 'do
it. The Cowboy, lik-e t e American man in general, regional.
or otherwise, would· j us see th~ thing t~rough.

,.

",
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Knitting
By

MARGARETI PAGE HOOD

They knit.."
"
Those women of the French revolutionThe dark coarse wool of necessity slipping thru their
rough fingers,
And as they clicked their steel needles
They counted heads that fellPrivilege, nobility and the ancient right of kingsAll bloody in a basket.
...
~

)

We knitWe wQmen of the New DealOn finer yarns of rosy gayety,
The ivory needles slip thru our fingers,
Soft and bright tipped with crimson lacquer,
And as we count
, our stitches
We laugh.
, But even as they, altho unwitting of our· fateful abacus,
We click the death of long familia~ things.
Of thrift, of individuality, of sanctity of gold, of laws
Our fathers left to guide and bind usFallen under the guillotine of theory
And bohle' away in a wordy basket of promises.
'\
t,

Colorado Evening
By EDNA DAVIS

ROMIG

This is the light that pulls the'mountains up
To towering heights, the atmosphere that lifts
Foothills to stature of the range, the "range
To ramparts that are crowned by rifts
Of.some high-sailing cloud; a strange
And transient light, a moment poised and brief, As swift as beauty, permanent as grief.
[ 88]
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. Sea Gulls Across'the Prairie
By EDNA DAVIS ROMIG
~

The lake is full of glinting wings, the air .
Is filled with, wings. Here where should be no wings
Save the land birds 'flying inland, save
Eagle and blackbird and the ones that fare
Safely-robin, finch, and wren-till sprin~.
But these th~t have known ocean clitrs and waves
Here are they flying, over the~ mountains, over
The alkali ~lains, flying over the desert .
To this smaU lake of glacier water. The plover,
Even the small grey ouzel as he flirts
In the white waterfall is native here;
But the wiqe wings and the round breasts hicquered
bright·
By t~e sun's: late shining-these are strange and queer.
What curious force would send the sea· gulls flighting
Over Nevaqa, Utah, through Wyoming,
Over the Rockies into Colorado?
Why to this !high lake have they come homing?
More like a drealJ1, more like a lovely shadow,
Wings glint upon the water. On the sky
They print a phantom beauty as they fly.

Shower'
By EDNA DAVIS ROMIG

Even the rains co~e With a secret beauty
In these high valle~s, come like clashing bellS
. 'Between hill',masses deeply violet;
.
Then winding horns begin 'as the music swe.lls
Over far fields grown fresh and greenly wet.
Something half stantled, shy'; and secretly withdrawn
These rains s~are ~ith the bright expectant dawn.
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Leaves

.

By WITTER BYNNER

1
I

Motion seldom carries peace,
Though peace can carry motion;
A cliff worn smooth gives small release .
To the onset of ocean;
.
And yet there's a significance
Foretelling somehow good .
Wh~n quiet leaves dilate and dance
To the wind in a wood.

Autumn Harbinger
By SPUD JOHNSON
Sleepily, this afternoon,
Alfalfa, clover, sage,
Minglea in my room
Like words upon a page ...

.

But when the wind shifted
Over the garden wall,
,
Fragrance of wild plums drifted
Distinctly as a call.

SWing Little Winter Moon By MAUD E. USCHOLD
'Swing, little winter moon
From a hackberry' t~ee;
Bleed on no brittle thorn
That glimmers icily..

,

Quick~n your

pulseless light
Throukh the infinite gloom,
Cover the earth with flame
White as dogwood bloom.
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qampo Santo

, BYI S~UD JOHNSON

i

She could po~ pa~s the row of narrow ~~"
Along the ifence (although the path there aves
Many a s~p be~een the house and town),
Because, brside the others in the ground :
Under theitrees'l: the 'boy who loved her laYJ.
And so sh~ went around the farthest way. I
I

I

.'

:

I

She could Ijiot pass, yet why, ~he did not knolw:
She had no~ love4 him, though he loved her
That now $he could not see a flight of bir~~
Without retnembering his brok~n words. ~
What was he to her? Why should he lie 1
With arms ,stretched up to her as she passeq by?
His fingers seemed to ache there in the clay I,
And lift, mpving the clods a little way" \
In a gesture of desire as she passed near. \
They seemed to touch het: with unearthly fe~r.

:t.

!

It wai, a magic laid upon her head

:

By slender, boyish hands that now were dea~,
Turning her steps, reluctant, to the spot.
I
She opened ithe gate into the sacred lot,
Knelt down upon the earth that was above hi
And came at last, but now too late, to love him.

r

';

i

.

i

i

The paper :flowers that hung against the cross
And made a :crimson stain upon the moss,
:
Were crumpled on her fke and in her hand "
As tears 'fell· down and wet the yellow sand.
"
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The Cocoon of Dreams
By J. B. MONTGOMERY-McGoVERN

As the caterpillar, tired of crawling over the rough earth:
Wraps itself in a silken cocoon and lies down to rest,
To wait until the day of soaring,
So do I, tired of the earth,
Wrap myself in my cocoon of dreams."
Whether it be for a night, or for eternity,
Or whether for me
, there be a day of soaring,
I do not know. I only know
.
That as the cocoon is nearer to'the tired caterpillar
Than is the earth it left,
. So are my 1:lreams nearer to me
Than those things men call re"ality.
And if'because of. my dreams I die,
As does the chrysalis because of its cocoon
....
At the hands of the silk-spinner-'
What matters one life-:.
I shall have had my dreams;
And the silken thread of those dreams
May be woven into a garment
For those fitter to live.
,;

t

r

Eternal Mind
By EUGENIA POPE POOL

All thought that ever has peen
Is-and is ours too.
We are the leaves
Through which the wind of
Thought blows.
It is not my min<tl
Or your min~
But eternal mind
Tha~ flows and flpws.
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~Web of Dew
'.

!. .~y HANIEL LONG

\"

Individual sufficiercy
is the boast of a single leaf . .
.
lost in the'green tlnillions.
Yet into·each leafl of the green millions
strikes sun.,
I

''\.

>

'

If we could turn rbd roofs like pages
should we read th~ story of sufficingness,
or does the nE7ve ~elephpne to the nerve
while hot tears fall?
And do the tears fall less readily
in the proud hous~ of the mind
than in the humbt heart?
-you and I being a mystic plant and petal
and books but' Ar stotle, a mystic plant and petal.
What does the! violet say in the thigh?
And what saY$ th~ rose,
what says the IWaIlker in the Blood,
the Ancestral ? ~
.

~en

• And was the
issan:ce' a predictable blossom
f
'
to the, Dark Ages? II
Yet undoubtedly ill the Dark Ages
the RenaissanQe was reaching out of the future
to bring itself abotb.t:
.
and somethingeven now reaches out of the future
to make,a blossomrf you a~d us all.
;

I

And maybe we arej part of Itmaybe this in me ~hich I cannbt name,
this reaching towards you,
is not to be dismis~ed lightly,
needs your attentl~n and tending
as well as mine.
i
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When I Am Stronger
By J. B. MONTqOMERY-McGoVERN
For prayers left unanswered,
Though prayer in agony was wrought---.:.
For longing denied,
Though bitter the denial.For these, 0 God, I build an altar.
And some day, when I am stronger,
I shall burn incense
On the altarI have builded
To God's wisdom.
The prayers that have been grantedWhen I thought that God w,as goodTheir granting has brought
I
What granted prayers must bring:
Shadow that follows ligbt,
Smoke that envelopes flame.
Such is the law, priests; say,
Law of God's wisdom. I
To that wisdom I build ~ow an~l~r,
And when I am stronger
.
I shall come and burn iricense
To the God who makes ~aws
That rend menFor their good, priests say.

Restraint
By ELINOR LFtNNEN
Only the ignorant are clamorous,
Fearful they may forget:before they tell.
The patient wise await their turn to speak.
The desert.could be -still a thousand years
And yet retain its truth inviolate.
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UDE DAYIS CROSNO

You
!
'
Are a rock in! th~sun,
Stronger thart the earth
You lean UpOlIl.

,

,:

Yours
..
Is the quiet of years;~
The stillness ~f stllety
,

With~ut fear~.
.

I

Birds,
., I
Gaining alt~t*des you can never win,
Seek your stalwart shelter
(In wind and rain.

\

0

.

I

Birds,
i
Singing, are lIlurled to death
In a gale
i
Against yourj unyieldingness.
,I
I

~

.Snakes
In autumn chill
.
I
~.
•
Seek your sUIjl-warfhed breast.
Flowers
Grow around ,you wit.h delicate loveliness,
But only' Iich~n will crown you
With its hard~ness.
II

Wind':.
Will wear yo~ almost in vain;
Your destruc~ion come~ from tiny rivulets
Freezing, witlUn.
I
•
I
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Gust of Wind
!

By

HANIEL UONG

A gust of wind comes into th~ yard.
I
I

The yellow rose bushes sway,iand the roses
twitch spasmodically.
I~

I
I

Chamisa trembles. ~ Its taller twigs
nod suddenly and unrhythmicmlly.
!
l

"

I

"

, Young goldenrods feel the ~t
go through them;
t
they answer in a queer
l
complicated and reciprocatin~
way of leaf and stem.
l
i

~

Everything in the yard is roo~ed,
and what is rooted resists wi1d.
l

The roses are ~brupt, convulsive;
tl;ley recoil and hesitate and bend grotesquely,
l
failing to keep time.
Long after the gust of wind the roses shiver,
losing their petals.Caught between a'nchoring _root and the wild wind
I too am reluctant, am thro~n out of rhythm;
I jerk, I am not graceful.
A gust of wind is a trouble
when one has settled down to the appeasement
of the inward search.
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~PNight

By MAUD E. USCHOLD

!

I

The thin white lacquer of the .~oon "'Drips; drips;
.
-Over the yielding grass the wind
v
Slips.

!

I

,

II
I

Upon the ground complaining leaves
l Shift;
•
Last petalsf of the shrinking flowers
Drift.

l

!

I
!
!

1

,I

The moon's round fixed stare is
White.
No crickets will call after this
Sharp night.

i

r

Song for Acoma
By

NORMAN MACLEOD

Remember the sunlit silence of Acoma
with no more thunoer than the sound of birds flying like airplanes above the Enchanted Mesa
and the mission dark adobe -of the hills
flecked with cloud ishadows.
, Always th~re will Qe the tqrquoise lintels
over the door,ways pf deserted homes
with only a soIitarJt figure
silhouetted againstl the sky, .
watching on distant days.
No longer does theirock of Acoma offer refuge
and the soundless ~lue
-.
! rings w~th violatedl silence
-. where coyotes mock and hawks go over .
the buzzardlike de~air.
I

' · 1

J,
r., \".
4I

•
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Cinder-Patch
By ALICE CORBIN

Maggie came out of a cinder-patch,
She lived in a shanty, the edge of a scratch
Of a factory town, where the river ran black
With slag and smut from the chimney-stack.
Maggie's father kept the saloon
and noon
Where the factory-, men at night
,
Came for whiskey, or came for beer,
And Maggie kept all the glasses clear.

.

-\

Maggie had hair as red as fire,
She had a boiiy as taut as wire,
She had a skin as white as the foamThey'd rather look at her than go home..
After,the dusk, when work was done,
Maggie would go and look at the sun;
The boys would wonder what there could be
Up on the hillside she liked fo ~ee.
She saJd she went up there to see
I'
.
What was beyond where she happened to be;
She might, she said, have been born in town, '
In a palac~ of 'stone, of white or brown.
I

~

What was the odds? "By !folly," she said,
"If you're all alike when you are dead?"
She looked at the river, the chimney-stack,
And the factory hbuses, smutty
and black;
,
'\

,

She saw the bodies oii br.oken men
Carried like slag to the charnel pen,
.She heard the 'hymns sung over their bones
Before they were one with sticks and stones;

'.,.

And each was herself, what she would be,
And this, she thought, was eternity;
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.But ~L'Of ita;~m~'b~~~ep;:n . .
If anyone knewfhat w.as me~nt for man

.

Lord BUddha\ s unde~ the Bodhi tree,
And in one roo ent he. was free
.Of every bondage, every ti~
No need to wait till he.should die .... "
And Maggie the e on the cinder-patch
Knew all of life in the scratch of a match;
She saw it all, i the bat of an eyeNo need for her Ito ~it.,to die!
She had no wor1s, bu~ she knew the way,
And every moment was bright as day;
She saw each'm,n with his glass of beer,
With an aufa ar~>und' him bright and clear;
I

She saw each on~· in a je1ilof flame,
.
And she herself like light· becaroe- '
.
Like light that sines through clear-spunl.glass
She;knew all lif as it came to"pass .... :

t

:

.....

.

'>

Jo.

•

..

'1,:;

If you have seen this once 'you are free
Of several round of eternity;
What Ma8"gie kn w she could not'say,
But she and Bud hB: had found, the way.

7

r
I

",.

.

$

M World
,
By EUGENIA IlpI»E POOL

at

Mine is a w rId
far flung hori~on
Of pinK rllo ds pi)ed ~igh,
Of white m on,
Of ~ellow e rth
Sweeping: u~ward to a blue sky,
Of golden! sun .
Spreading h~s rays "like a giant fan·
is done!
When tlte

dt
!
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Antlers Against the Sky
By S. 0MAR BARKER
On a high ridge where the wind blows keen,
And tall firs fi:nger at the blue,
The buck has paused to watch again
The red miracle of dawn break through.
His haunch is round with fat, for life- .
The good life of the mountain tops-.
Has groomed and grown and ripened him.
Waiting, my gun clicks as he stops.
Sof#y! For he has not heard
This faint prelude to death, nor knows
That I am near. ~oftly . . . . Now
Against the sky his proud head shows!

~~

1

Spear-clustered antlers, sharp as fearThe old buck wears them with a pride
That recks not now of hunt nor hunter.
Red gleam the dawn rays on his side.
He stamps a sharp, black hoof. Well down
In a cove, a fawn bleats for its mother.
But high ridge winds salute the king!
King of the ridges, he, no oth'er!
Steadily bow! Aim well the rifle!
And quickly, too; for now he swings
Those lordly antlers bighfor flight!
(God pity all wild frightened things!)
G.ently I ease the rifle down.
His gallant leap salutes th~ sky.
-The good life of the hills be his! ...r
We. are of the ridge tops-he and I!
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La Vela de Senor

L': JACOBS

By ~L]JAH

Man-high a tagged stem uprears i-:'
A tuft 01 dusty ,leaves.
.
}!)oignant sun-ray spears
They blunt/ the
'
A ~esert plant receives. '
,

, I

C

'

,

1;

The tortured~ wry-form..ed stalk may grow
While laggil1lg months creep by;
Tall stems of bloom will briefly glow
sky.
Against the· ~esert
,
Then briefly: will the unblest plain
F10rget its ugliness;
A beauty that is almost pain
Will end its bare distress.
:

'

With sun and wind and driving sand
The desert keeps in hoard
The yucca ofl the arid land,
The Candle of the Lord.
i'

..'

. Release

By

..

,

IRENE FISHER

I shall: be glad '

When the earth is no longer
All shining gold
" With my ~thoughts of you.
I shall: be glad

When I am stronger
And mpre cold
Than my delight in you.
r

.

I'shall :be gladBut I shall be sad.
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Absent Thee from Felicity a While!
By GEORGE ST. CLAIR

When it shall come,
(
As come it must,
That I go home,
Freed from this dust,
This clogging shell :
Weep no soft tears!
This heart, that hears
Your grief, knows well
Your sorrow; but, with a smile,
ABSENT THEE FROM FELICITY
, A WHILE!
ABSENT THEE FROM FELICITY A WHILE!
. Do not b e g u i l e .
The hour with dance or song!
But, let your heart be strong
To think of me
As one set free
From pain aI;ld wrong!
So, with a srilile,
ABSENT THEE FROM FELICITY A WHILE!
ABSENT THEE FROM FELICITY A WHILE!
In some dim isle
Where spirits roam,
I shall forget
Th~ crash and foam,
The fever and the fret
Of tired life;
. While you, left in the strife,
Still, with a smile,
ABSENT THEE FROM FELICITY A WHILE!
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By INA SIZER CASSIDY

At the.fiesta at San Ildefonso
.I saw·
Among ~he gay throng,
A Taos man,
Head swathed in white robe,
Black eyes peering out at the world,
Body w~apped in a wliite blanke.t,
Standing white and brown and black
Immobile, silent
Against· a white adobe. wall ;
Taos, N ~w Mexico?
Sun wo~shipper? .
No.! .
..
Tunis! Tunisia, North Africa!
A white: robed Arab stood
Immobil~ against an old white wall,
ShroudeU in a white bournouse,
,Eyes turned toward the east,
White and brown and black.
There isi no God 'but Allah!
Allah is tHis Name!
Taos! 11unis! Tunis! Taos!
White a1id brown and black.

~

Sky God
By STELLA MARIE SCHMITT

o sky!
i

, On' high,
,
Why art thou grey? '
In clouds
Like shrouds,
11
You' veil the day.

The mist,
Rain-kist,
"
Envelops
me;
Night falls,
Dawn calls,
I answer thee.
,
I

.~
,
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Memories
By

INA SIZER CASSIDY

I l,e in bed lazily at Mabel's in Taos.
Breakfast is brought me on a gre~n tray.
The sun shines, the birds sing.
I am not in Taos!
I am in Paris!
And the rain is falling, the grey r~in drizzling,
Dripping grizzlingly down smoke grimed mansard roofs,
The gardens of the Tuilleries drip green rain hazily;
The hawthor·ne bloom
Breaks red against the gloom,
And I am having breakfast in bed, cafe au lait,
Croisettes and conserves,
While you wait impatient to explore this new land.
Afterward we gofhand in hand
.
To see the sights, to hear strange sounds, to meet
And greet face to face an alien race.
And now I lie in bed in Taos, ~
An Indian maid comes in with toast and coffee
On a green tray.
The sun shines but does not pierce my gloom..
And you, where now are you?
ExplorIng new worlOs without me,
New worlds beyond my reach;
You could not wait.
Only
, Death now can take my hand
And lead me to you.
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Accents of the West
By

HARVENA CONRAD RICHTER

I like the stronger accents of the West.
The heart that shrinks at first from' desert waste
Soon learns' the joy of rare, new wines to taste.
And last of all it loves this country best.
Rio Grande
Wild ducks on sunburnt water,
Treacherous, ever-flowing silt
On which the Careless afterglow has spilt
Its dregs of wine.
Westward, the sand hills draw
Their barren dunes toward Acoma.
But down here by the river's edge is Life.
Brown-banked aceqUias flow and branch
To many a secluded river ranch.
And red-wings cry with western bravado.
.
Eastward, the mountains toss with sterile strife,
But down here by the Rio Grande is LifeYoung red willows" rushes-cottonwoods
With spreading arms their spangles cast
Over the water as it ripples past.
~

Placita

Warm, caressing sunlight falls
Across the brown adobe walls.
Here the tempo of life is slow.
Tongues of chile burn and glow.
Black-eyed children play in the heat,
Burros bray in a twisting street,
Mexican cattle, red as rust,
Wander home in their golden dust.
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Who can say here what is dross?
An Indian church with a woOden cross
0'erlooks the village, sending down
Its benediction on the town.
Sh~ep

Herder
Hia sharp; peaked tent is white against the hill,
Te+ered on the canyon's rugged floor.,
Hi~'d()g

Ru*s far afield for squirrels.
-Under the pinons close
at hand
.
.
His sheep with drowsy patience,
Raise their plaint.
The minor tones, from ewe, from la~b,
Are carried on the evening air.
A simple herder. He knows best his way
Among the cedars of the cone-shaped hills.
Certiza,
rabbit bush,
an<1 spicy sage
He brews for tea. His life is laid on simple lines,
His earthy gr1ive among the pungent pines.
~"

-

~

l

I like the stronger accents of the West.
The heart that shrinks at first from desert waste
Soon learns the joy of rare, new wines to taste.
And last of all it loves this country best.

"
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Elegiac
By JOHN DILLON HUSBAND
No need to fumble searchingly those hungry,
Hopeless hands; nor stars nor sand
Nor, evening's fluid shadow-songs will yield him,
To yo~ now; nor any softer hand
Will lie on yours than winter's, white and slow,
And dreamlessly remote. The shade
Of fir and pine across your hushed heart ·will be
A drama spiritlessly played.
Returning springs will draw no amber flame
. Upward like It sudden wraith
. Startling the shadows in your eyes
Like a white bird on a purple heath.
But where he loved to lie in wind and sun
A shadow leans along tQ.e grass,
.
And thrush and wren and swift brown deer pause there
For reverenpe
before they pass.
t

Growth
¥-.

By JOHN DILLON HUSBAND
.,

In the s'pare days of youth, when this bright tree
Of dreaming rested fruitless, lean and spare,
Fed on the swift spring rains, the sun's slow stare,
No poignant restlessness had troubled me.
Slow went the daYSl-my soul was free.
No bright-edged pride had harrowed me, nor air
Seemed burned with stars;' nor did the liquid flare
.Of moonglow show my soul's dim poverty.
But born of loneli~ess and formed with pride
There rose this white-leaved vine, with flowers of fire,
To feed upon the dream I wished to hide,
Woven from blind bewildering desire.
Now you for whom this beauty came to be
Have burned the tree. The vine is left to me.
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Canyon de Chelly·
By HORACE GARDNER
, These great red walls
Beating the air with consciousness
Of time,
Will speak our echo
After our dreams are ~et
In earth.
,
We shall remember ~ then
The green of peach trees
And the whitened sand
A great puff of cloud, settling
Into the writhing wound of earth
And silence, here, will speak of us
Under the iwalls ofiilsunset
And the sleeping, shadowed world
Of the Canyon de Chelly.
Canyon de Chelly,. 1934" in June.
.
t'

,

.

.

.

Sonnet for ani Unforunate Young Man
By

lV,IARTIN MALONEY

· If I could die for }]ome,
I should
not fear;
I
.

I could meet grinning Death with high disdain.
My youth would n~t know old age, grim and sere;
I envy dead lads l~ing in the rain.
Or I could die for faith, and fall at last
". Wrapped round in ,carlet by some setting sun,
And leave a name like a brazen trumpet blast· A sign for men to know the course I'd run.
Why, I could die for honor or for fame,
A light work, or.a lady's dropping glove,
A passage o'er the i,honor of a name.
A quarrel o'er some lightly given love.
, Dear God, look down, and listen to my cry;
· Alas! I have no cause for which to die!
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Strike Area
By

ARON KRICR

Iron
On the old wheel, down neck
The city ends betrayed
To the rivE1r, sold to smoke.
Salt the wound!
The police~'nand played,
Cards scattered,
.
The sharper gone.
This is where we must begin!
Torn from newsprint
The silver lining.
Men gripped by promise,
Given to raw sleep.
Now!
Now is the time!
Whispers
Pushed along with nightsticks.
Whispers slugged in alleys.
"Pride ..."
The catchword exposed.
"Pride wQat?"
"We want"to- know!"
Strike! The lie unfinished.
"Fellow stomachs,
.,
Business men, the enemy
Within our gates... the flag
Must lead the investor!"
Dollars wave.
Crucible pours the cannon~
Dust IS thrown.
"We want to know!"
"Now! Now!" The question burns.
The deceiver runs from 'flame.
The answer rages strike..

-.
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Reprieve
,

L

By CAREY HOLBROOK

Only a while to linger,
Only a while to ~tay,
Only a few more things to do
And unsaid things to say;
Only a while to wander
With' you where the warm stars gleam;
Only a while to linger,
And a few mOire dreams to dream.

'.

'.

f

'\

Only a while~to wonder
'Til whispering twilight comes;
Dus~.! And a beating of phantom wings
Soft in the darkness dtums!
Only a \\[hile to whisper .
The notes of an old refrain;
Only a while to wonder, ~
And to press your hand again.
Only a while to-reckon
The worth of the flying years;
Only the cost of gay hours lost,
Only the value of tears.
Only the lengthening shadows
When night time comes at last;
Only your arms to keep me safe '
And love to hold me fast.

i

i

I

I,,
I
I
,!
I

II

l

..
t
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Sonnets of Reality
By

DONALD' CROSNO

, I-TIME
In some quaint cave of crude dis-symmetry
Dwells Time, the monk of m~dness, priest to doubt.
With patient hands he deftly turns about
The polished 'Wheels of one slow century,
And ponders, lost in timeless ecstasy,
While fl{om his silent cell the days slip out
And form, like caravans of slaves devout,
A fading trail into e~ernity.
So ~ons after thought and thinker die,
The worlds from creeping crusts of slothful ice
The blackened cindered suns cannot restore;
Then Time with groping hands t~rough lifeless sky
Will search in vain for yet another rise
Of Rhythm and Light; and Time shall be no more.
2-LIGHT
Past madly whirling suns that flash and.die
Like floating sparks a,.t dusk, a lone light ray .
Is hurled through space, unnumbered miles each day .
For centuries. It flings through pathless sky
Past constellations ~hile men slowly try
To feel one puny thrill. What joy to bay
The very heels of Time, or make swift way .
Along space paths where Light alone can ply.
What trifling fate condemns these brilliant flights
To tell some lonely man the slow decay
Of burning suns? 'V'ho dreams that just for men
The evening cloud banks flame to glowing heights,
Or little beams of peering light display
One'shaded fern in some secluded g:len?
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3-CHANGE
While Time goes ticking through these transient modes
That form the lives of men, a power stern
Performs its task of thange. While minutes burn
Each tiny atom feels the restless goads
That drive it down~ the ~ unrepeated roads
'Of ceaseless Change. No mind of man can turn,
Nor steel, nor soul, nor massive sun can spurn
This force that builds to ever' new abodes.
~

,.-

And man, a solitary figure, stands
On silent sands beneath the silent skies.
When he perceives these shadowed hands that range
Across the universe of waiting lands,
He 'flings aloft unanswered prayerful cries
And sinks beJ:1eath the endless flow of Change.

Esposo 1'4exicano
By KATHERINE POWERS GALLEGOS
Pure bright ardor of a Caponsacchi, '
Sigurd braving yet the fiery ring,
Lancelot, ,false in friendship, true in passion,
Bold young Robin, wooing in the spring,These are lovers poets sing their songs 00,In my heart a song as sweet I hear;
Lilting Spanish words repeat its message,
Indian tom-toms beat its rhythmic air.

l,
II

So for you who made my life a garden,
Laced With fragrant paths tired feet may roam,
You who gave me all my joy of living,
Baby h~nds, broad. fields, adobe home,-

i

I

I

Yours the song that's in my heart forever,Soul, re'call the words,and sing again,
"Never life our joyous hands shall sever,
Death shall never make our one life twain !"
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In Reply to Wordsworth's "Ode on the Intimations
.
of Immortality"
By HOWARD SYLVESTER

'I do .not say that you are wrong
To think that childhood is all joy.
Yet what I think-but I'm not sure
Enough of that to be direct,
To cry you down, assert my view.
All this is true, lo me at least,
That childhood hears the pain. That growth
Survives,the sorrow,' builds the blocks
This life is set on. Say you, then,
That fledglings love their wings the more
Than soaring birds who know of :flight?
Or stirring seeds know more of joy
.
Than those first fragile tips that burst
. Through earth to glory in the ligJ1t
To bend in adverse winds, to seek
.Conciliation with all life
About them'? How tightly, closely
Wrapped the bud! Encircled petals
Close the heart, and there imprison
Fragrance. Only the bud full blown
Perfumes the air. No flower blooms
Until maturity; nor does the soul . . .

\
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,Girl's· Elegy
By SIDDlE JOE J OH'NSON

t

They have dressed her. in rose;
They have brought the first blooms
Of the year ~ her feet.
As she lies in repose
In the! shadowy rooms,
She is' sweet-she is sweet.

.

,

.

:

They lave chosen a day
'From ~he year newly born;
They ~ave carried her here;
They have laid her away
By the blossoming thorn
With ~ song and a tear.
1

_ i

I

,

~

They have pruned the young rose;
They Have
planted the shoot;
,
She is free-she is free!
In her jearthy repose,
She is one with the root;
She is one with the tree.
,

I'

.',

,

~

,

1

I
I

'f"

f
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The Quarterly Birthday Party
On the evenilJ.g of Mil-rch 16 at the Original Mexican
Cafe in Albuquerque, THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY repre. sented by its editorial staff and by contributors to the magazine and their gUests held birthday party. There was
no especial reason why the birthday party for THE QUARTERLY should be herd this year any more than last year or the
next. But the magazine had never had a birthday party
and how can anything grow in grace without birthdays and
parties?
As the chairman of the evening remarked, "THE QUARTERLY never even had a christening party and a proper baptizing to save it from Qrigjnal sin." But it did come "into
the world surrounded by'friends. Among those whose sponsorship guided the magazine in its earliest days were Dr.
J. F. Zimmerman,'Mr. Paul Walter Sr. and Mr. Paul Walter
Jr., Mrs. Mary Austin, and Dr. E. L. Hewett. THE QUARTERLY acknowledged the aid of these and other individuals
who by letter and by personal contacts helped to nourish
the infant journal beyond the stages of infant mortality.
The party on March 16th wa~ not so much to review
the past of the magazine or to predict its future as to celebrate its present and those present, of whom, not counting
THE QUARTERLY, there were more than half a hundred. THE
qUARTERLY announced that it was good to be alive and proposed that as a theme for ,tHe evening-not a silly theme,
THE QUARTERLY emphasized, pointing out the heavy number of' magazine death~ during the depression from malnutrition.
First of all were the birthday cards and telegrams of
congratulation from Elizabeth Willis De Huff of Santa Fe,
Frances Gillmor of Tucson, Edith Botsford of Raton,
Sussanna Myers of Santa Fe whose postal bouquet of blossoms of the Giant Cactus almost matched the real bi'rthday
bouquet presented to the party by the Original Mtxican

a

!!
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Cafe which played \the host with music, gaily- decorated
tables, and super-super Mexican food. There were out of
tOwn guests who br~ught congratulations in person: Ina
Sizer Cassidy, Ruth; Laughlin Alexander, Hester Jones of
Santa Fe, Katherine i Powers Gallegos of Los Lunas. Then
there were all the Albuquerque people who played the host
and hostess (for th~ party was a Dutch Treat) and who
complimented the m,gazine by attending its self-proposed
party and joining·in the program of the eveni~g.
And the program! It rivalled the famed Gridiron Club
for spa~kle of wit and flash of humor! What would one ex- .
pect of 'I,those talentea with the pen? ' Is the pen mightie~
than th~ tongue? Tq report the sallies and Sayings of the
eVening~WOUld be to :share too generously with those who
could h ve come (if t~ere were alJY) and di<!-n't. Then too,
• the edit r failed to take stenographic notes and much would
be lost. Here, however, is the program, arranged in the
manner f a magazin composed though not edited for the
evening, which makeslno mention of the interruptions from
the claque
at the corner table which insisted upon paging
I
each speaker in some vociferous manner.
Introductory re~arks (exceedingly gay)-The editor.
Toast, in Verse, '~To the Occasion"-Carey Holbr90k. page, one of
the Maga~,ine.
.,
"Little New Mexican Detours from a Bus Window"
I with pantofuime), Lynn B. Mitchell-page· tWo.
"Dr matic MonoIP
. gsl after the Manne~ of E. A. Robinn"-Tilbury ~t. Clair-page- ten.
"Malting a Stein of Verse"-Gertrude S. Fisher---(Jage
twelve.
"Smoke Talk anq C rrespondence Column"-Harvey
Threlkeld-Iiag thirteen (a bad number).
"A CommunicatiQn f om an Anonymous Contributor"
Erna' FergiIss n~page twenty.
-

I

~
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Toast to an Absent Guest-" A· Blossom of Barren
Lands," poem by- E. M. Rhodes, read by Lansing
Bloom-page tw~nty-five.
Poets' ,Contest-Dorothy Parker Croano, Ezra Pound
Gardner, Shang Sing Ho McGovern-page hye~~
ty-seven.
"Modern Poetry-As"! Feel U"_F. M. Dcnton-,pagE
thirty.
.
-Toast to Comidas Mexicanas-Katherine Powers Gallegos-page forty.
Book Reviews of Unwritten Books-Ancient Man
Hunters of the Third Mesa, A Sur-realist Looks at
Life or Above the Below, Kaffee Klatches at Old
Konigsberg, Nudism on the Horizon or Expanding
Educatiorwl Frontiers, New M e~ico' s Past .or
Back-Wasking in Old Spain,' The Gold StandAl-rd
or- No Quarters Given, Storied Easels <1r Will Canvas Hold Out ?-T. Menken Pearce..
Such was the party! THE QUARTERLY felt much older
and wiser after it was over. Next time THE QUARTERLY is
going to ask for birthday presents. '. Subscriptions? . Well,
the guests did have to pay for the birthday cake.
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Boolt Reviews
W6stering-Thomas Hornsby Ferrill-Yale University Press, New
Haven-$2.00.

.J

. Thomas Hornsby ~rr'iI is a poet with structure in' his
thinking. I kI1-0w of no ,other poet wh«;) so apprehends, em()tionally and intellectually, the going on of ordered processes
tltrough time-"the dar~ impounded order of this canyon."
It is a view that puts the moment into a pattern of.ages,
a geological time s~hem~.And it does i~ with .:,none of the
: blurred wonder whIch sq often accompanIes the lay effort to
think of geological time.,; Quite' simply, quite profoundly, he
- -, considers the time of mpuntains. Indeed; "Time of Monntains," the title of the first poem in his volume, could well
have been the'title of the book:

J~.,

1
o

'0

.

"You know where the ~lls are going, you, can feel them,
The far blue hills dissolving in luminous water~
The solvent mountains goililg home to the oceans...
I stop to rest but the order still keeps moving.

t: ."

Yet against this. timle of mountains, the individual, able
to comprehend, does not lose dignity:

0

"But if I go before these mountains go,
I am unbewildered by the time of mountains,
I,' who have followed life up from the sea
II;\to a black incision in this planet,
· n bring an end to stone infinitives.
ave held rivers to my eyes like lens.es
'd rearranged the mountains at my pleasure
one might change the apples in a bowl,
d I have wallred a. dim unearthly prairie
m which these peaks have not yet blown away."
o

;'$

o

Jl.
.
li t' Nor against the cycles of time and slowly disappearing

mbuntain ranges does the moment lose the sharpness of
its identity. After ~iding "fat and naked out of .earth of
time dismantled"
,.
[119 ]
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"It's good to feel some dark wepd clutch your stirrup,
The tall marsh el<ler dragging its pollen across
'
The starlight on the black arch of your ·boot.' .
~

The moment, however, falls into proportion; the mo- .
ment real and moving, in 1605,

"0 soft, Coyote in tpe noon,
Onate comes up the deep arroyo
Rides up the silver road of Spain..."
and no lesS} real and moving in 1934, with
a Model T
Stripped and forgotten in a sage arroyo."
fl

Such a view strips his poetry of any tendency to rom~n·
ticize or to sentiment.alize. He protests sadly and satiri.
cally against the insincerities of those who would clothe the
West in false colors of romance, or hold too tenaciously a
passing culture:

.

i .

"0, gourd vine in my fingers, yellow ploom,
You are not honest, gourd vine in my fingers...
Let rain dissolve the bowl, New Mexico,
And wash our hands! Come, let us walk together
Into the quiet s~)frow of the greasewood..."

'I

This kind of poetry has its strength in the stature of
its ideas, and this is its sufficient beauty. But Ferri! ddes
not lack other kinds of poetic beauty.. There is music in
"Song for Aaron l,3urr," in "Fall Plowing," in "Elegy-New
Mexico;" tragic music in "This Foreman." Yet the poetic".
quality of his lines lie's less in music than in a ce~tain lum-"
inous suspension, a light, that comes in phrase and mov~
ment and gives a mountain clarity in such poems as "Ghos~
Town" and "Magenta" to conifirs and mineshafts and even~,
a dressmaker's dummy on a dump.
. Ferri! is a poet with something to say. He says it with
beauty and honesty. The rest of us will do well to listen to
him; to see with him both the Model-T and also "the dim
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. unearthly prairie from which these peaks - hav~ not yet
blown 'away."
FRANCES GILMOR.

Tucson, Arizona. '
The

P-ro1td Sheriff-Eugene Manlove
Gompany,'Boston, 1935-$2.00.

Rhodes--I{oughton, Mifflin
"

'Stampede you lovers of the Real Wes~, for Eugene Manlove Rhodes' last· novel, The Proud Sheriff, is just ott the
press -and it is in every way a masterpiece of realistic writing that should be classed as Western literature supreme.
The book is, a delight in every detail from its artistIc
cover jacket by the distingujshed artist W. H. D. Koerner;
i,ts illuminating, appreciative preamble concerning the, hiq-h
lights in Gene Rhodes' colorful life by Henry Httlrbert
Knibbs; to one of the most startling and surprisingljy ingenious climaxes fOIDld in any of his inimitable novels.
The plot concerns Otey B~ach, "a slim, awkward~ and
freckled towhead of twenty," who is implicated in the brutal ........
murder of two of the most prominent citizens of Hillsboro, .;.:
New Mexico, a Southwest mining town lost, "halfway to
he-aven" in a tangle of 'Yi1d red hills. The circumstantial evidence against Otey tests the detective powers of Spinal Maginnis, the Proud Sheriff of Sierra County, who has faith
.in the boy's innocence. The theme.is developed in Eugene
Rhodes' easy, original, sparkling, hilarious style which gives
so much pleasure to his readers but which meant hours of
painstaking labor on the part of hoth Gene Rhodes and his
faithful wife, May D. Rhodes, rewriting, revising, 'correcting his manuscripts, in a lifelong partnership of accomplishment. In fact the author admitted a few months ago, "That
last story nearly killed me." Once again he proved that hef
was the greatest writer of Western tales for he demonstrate~
beyond a doubt that, he knew his country and its people and
-.drew most of his characters from life apd selected events"in _
this fast moving action story which actually occurred. Old
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time residents of Hillsboro, LakJ Valley and other Sierra
County towns mentioned in the story will enjoy reading his
true to life descriptions and chuckle over his lifelike delineation of the picturesque character of the Proud Sheriff,
who appeared to be a,slow-spoken, yet keen-witted, resourceful Westerner of the old s~hool. .
Gene Rhodes has pas~ed on but he is still very much in
the picture out West; he-has not lost his place in the story,
for he is still loved and his m~mory cherished in the hearts
of his loyal friends who feel that his Spirit-the man's real
self-laughs co~rageously at you through the un1Jsual word's
of his self-written epitaph:
.JJ

Quema,do, N ew Mexico.
Contemporary Legends-Sydney Salt--Caraval Press, Majorca, 1935
-$1.00.

Sydney Salt is a careful, almost parsimonious, .writer
whose production is measured to present and, so far as is
possible, to solve the Personal ,problem of SydI}ey Salt~ That
problem is an unusual one in that Salt's life has b,een more
than extraordinarily unfortunate. But it also is characteristic and contemporary in that it mirrors the confusion and
unhappiness, lonel~ness and mis~ry of the dispossessed
writers of the present day.
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Salt has no social. nor regional~ even (I might say) national, roots. Olit of .the eight short stories in this volume,
six deal with love and ,S~dney Salt, his own prescience of
loneliness or the stability or instability of power. or terror
in its various project~d and s,ubjective fornis. The other
two, consciously or un¢onsciously, are attempts to find roots
in the tradition, or in'~eLrevolutionaryprojection, of Ame:r- .
ica." The Indian piec~ i~ unau~hentic·. Salt cannot under-' .
stand the Indian traditio~, nor is he familiar with it. It is
a foreibrrl land. And in the last story in the book, where he
deals with the problem I of communist organizers in the
South, he admit~. that: h~ can be no communist. It is unhappiness everywhere.' tnd when. the attemptVto organize
the negroes there failed. ' I'We were a funeral all the Y~ay to
New York." Sq goes th~ last line in the book.
Salt is now in Majorea. I had been hoping some sto~ies
would have been includedl to indicate how Salt had adjusted
himself to the life of ~n lexpatriate. But there is Bothing.
And it seems that Salt has found it more difficult to write
'in Majorca than -it was f6r him even in New York.',
(Aside: one of tIt atories was Qriginally published in
Front. Salt should ha~e Imade an. acknowledgement. of this
fact. It was unethicalipq~ so tOjdo.)
The language is unuFuaI. It is genuine,' but somehow
not quite smooth: as if h~ had strained for something to be
expressed out of his own :awareness that was almost iml?08sible to be stated.. But the movement of the narrat(ve is
always swift, intense with an occasional flash of poetic
beauty. I think Salt in his literary productioJ.Yis "musclebound"-if he' only could limber up and get going, it would
be better for bim and his public~
,
I

.

,1

t

1

f

t~

.,

,

-NORMAN MACLEOD.

,

New York Cittf.

,I,
'.

t'

1
!
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sneezes, and that simple fact somehow i& the fatal re;;tson
why the book was written!
The foregoing is unfortunate in that it is a dJ.}1l catalogue of pages that are a delightful group_ of pictures. You
are'suddenly aware thatthe countryside has come alive, that
field~ are being plowed, planted and, reaped; .and that animals are
living and dying near you.
Tito is no longer a
9
•
mongrel stray dog, but a personality, a unique being whose
past is a mystery, but whose every act in the present is the
graceful gesture of a thoroughbred~ And by the time you
hear of his sad death, you are as moved as though a br.ave
and gallant friend had died. New Mexico has Ibeen trans~
formed from mere landscape, to the strangely beautiful
home of. a mystical Black Panther. '
~
I might quote any number of lovely phrases or passages
from the volume, simply by opening it at random. And I.
dou4Lretell many amusing stories of people and animals that'. .,.
1;i11 ~its pages; but one cannot describe a poem. It must bet
read.
!
The book is beautiful in format. It is attractively bound
and printed, the type is 'clear and pleasing to the eye; and
the illustrations are excellent photographs, mostly of landscape, by Edward Weston, Ansel Adams, Ernest Knee and
Carl Van Ve e h t e n . " "
-SPUD J OHNSpN.
TM8, New Mexico.
I

'

I-~

i

S

-

~

r

J ornada--R. L. DUffus-CoviciiFriede, New York; the Van Rees Press,
:
1935-$2.00.

q

. ~:; Upon sighting the author's name, one feels immediately
thftj! the pages will be authentic and masterly in the treatm~nt of Trail days and ways. The romance J ornada' verifies
this prediction. It moves rapidly, \Infolds its history thrill,
ingly, and will not be put aside by the reader until the last
line on page 313. Many new readers will be interested inthe complicated intrigue of 1846 ~ Mr. Duffus depicts it;'

;

r :

, ,
,

,

, ;
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and even if one elinlrinated the romantic portions-which
could not be done, h4wever-.this ne~ Trail book would be
, worth reading and placing on the shelf ~f accurate, informative SouthwestJrn literature of this year.
To New Mexica s the ti~le ~uggests the dreary Jornado
del Muerto of their 0 n state~ Duffus, however, is writing
about tbat sinister 'short-cdt" between the Ford of the'
Arkansas River and he Cim;JrronRiver, see pages 70, 83'
and. 99 for. descriPt.i~ns. thatjJi
. ~.• Inger in the mI·nd. I.n trail
parlance of the Span-i h anq Mexican days, una jornada was
a dalY'S trek; later it ook the: meaning of a difficult stretch
.of desert country. ()\ I is a gdod name for a book, and the
camp scenes, trail dky talk, charming word pictures are
spl~n~idly done.
.One feels ae. vag e regret that the lovely' bride of the
American caravan c ptain sounds a bit sophisticated' and
plain-spoken for her race, age, and the times. She is the
. masculine idea of a rtmance-breathing senorita rather than
the. vjvid, r~al ~rl of Fxc~usive Spanish re~ring and cUltur~l.
traln~ng befittIng her hIgh socIal rank. . Another note IS
that I),er maid is a ne~ess! New Mexico history reflects in
unmistakable terms t, e abhorrence of the Mexican and New ;,
Mex~can for slavery. There,might be, in the So~thern husband's entourage~ a qitrky cook-b~dy, but one cannot think .
the high strung D.on, Mercedes would p.ermit black hands '
near her delicate perdon . . . . one of the innumerable In- i
dian slaves or peona blass Mexican servants would be more
~ ~. in keeping!
!."
,.
'I
These ite~s 'are Iacademic ; they do not interfere with
\ rush of the story. 'If~e men are excellently characterized, .
their talking is one ,<f.. the chief charms of the book.. Perhaps it is too much t1 ask of a busy, Chicago rail-roader to
cope with the vagari~r ofa romantie bride of a century ago.
Jorruuln, opens tile eyes to the almost Umitless possibilities for romantic as ~ell as historic literature of this stirring period of American times. This novel js an Am,rican

I
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story for American readers.; orte wonders if it is not high
time for the American reader to hear about the Mexican
War from the Mexican angle? Certainly for a really great
novel of that period, a prime requisite must, be a sympa-'
thetic understanding of Mexican personality, and the evalu.:.
ati:on of.
the events of that
difficult time in Mexican history,
I
.
--oneT which can best be appreciated after the passage of
time land the cooling of the blood of two passionate peoples.
~ book like J ornada is' a deligqtful event; but it does,
not ~how the best of either the Mexican or the American.
This period has not been over, done either romantically or
historically ~ May Mr. Duffus take up his gracious pen and
give us more.
MAUDE McFIE BLOOM.
Albuquerque.
Pittsburgh, Memoranda---Haniel Long-Limited Edition. Writers
Editions, Santa Fe, New Mexico-The Rydal Press-$2.50.

.

It is surprising to find so much sweetness and light

1

coming out of smoky and murky Pittsburgh!
In a Prologue,. eleven Episodes, and an Epilogue, Haniel
Long has presented, through the medium of biographies,
sketches, and pictures of Pittsburgh and itsfamou8 sons,
our nation in microcosm. 11'or, with these stories of influential people and events in Pittsburgh, beginning with the
Homestead strike of 1892, and ending with just before the
Great Depression, the economic, industrial, politIcal, and
'I ' social history of the whole country unrolls itself. In the
particular we may read the universal.
Here I am in danger of giving a wrong impression of
this potable book. It is not history"nor biograp.py, sociology
nor econom~, but' poetry. Strong 'and glowing poetry, too,
fused frequently into a white heat of passionate feeling, informed with vigorously expressed and noble thought.
The form of this book is of great interest. ' Starti~g
with a finely poetic and moving prologue in free verse
7
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rhythms, it proceeqs with a beautifully cadenced i prose,
which is varied at times by a sort of loose-rhymed blank.
verse and powerful free verse.
~he whole poer. seems charged with an electric excitement. As is nat,ral, however, certaien parts appe4l1 mor.e
than others. Of the,e, my' fav.orites are the Prologue,; Hom~
stead, Brashear, M~s. Soffel, Westinghouse, Henry (Jeorge,
Two Memoranda, Frank Hogan and Fred Demmler,i Bloom
Forevm', 0 Republi¢, and the Epilogue. I find that I have
mentioned most ·of them. .Well, they are all worthy (j)f mention, but I prefer t~ese because they seem tome to contain
more of passionaht lemotion and feeling, striking arid original thought, and ~ure lyricism. Here are the towering
figures connected "iith the indu:strial and artistic development of PittsburgN sorne of them stripped of their sham
greatness, others erxalted and made greater, all of them
humanized; here is [bitten in, as with acid, the tragic waste
of the World War; ~~d here is the Smoky City, its humanity
.and beauty triumP4ing finally over its grime and dust and
conflict. To me it i~ a great and significant thing that, out
of such material, the poet created beauty, and, grea~r and
more significant st~~l, the note of quiet optimism which is i
woven, like a thread <;>f gold, through the entire pattern.
I

i

•

-

0

Space allows ~e to cite only a few fine passages:
;For lyric beauty:
'.'
.
\
I

~

i

l

Our foref4thers were pioneers.
.
So are wej
They cain¢ like shadows through the Alleghani~ ,
exp~oring ~nd hoping.
Our forefathers
went shadow-like
~
into beaut~ful valleys
of orioles lana. rhododendron
-and of death.
I

"J

-

l'

."
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Nothing can trick the eye of love-lovers
knowing their identity, infinitude:
and if the path of love be the path of death,
it cannot frighten them--Iovers knowing
what is true, .
•
and death is a lie; knowing what really
concerns thein,
'and death does not.
(Mrs. Soffel)

o blackbirds, sing forever in faraway Texas,
sing forever in Kew Gardens, and in the Congo-(Two Memoranda)
Stems of a living forest,
Pittsburgh men and women and children,
their roots laced together under the e~rth,
their branches tied and meshed against the skyI have seen those trunks and leaves against
the smoking sunsets.
(Epilogue)

I
.•

For powerful and epigrammatic thought:
. . . . . . . . one wonders whether a nation
can develop without the men who at each stage of
their own development stand up for what they
consider justice . . . .~ . .
(Homestead) .
The alternative would be for the republic to breed
up a race of men who could work together without
growing violent: men more interested in getting
somewhere than in haying their own way.
(Idem)
Maybe if we keep knifing one another we will get
sick of it finally. When a man sickens of violence·
and self-assertion, sometimes a spirit flows into
.ihim the way an ocean flows !nto an inlet.
(Idem)

)
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The fine hopef~lness:
And so you have conte, dear son,
:
.and you e~ter a world more beautiful, trqly,
than mus~cian or painter ha~ seen iti
!.
(Two Memoranda)

(On lookihg at Pittsburgh's smoke and f<J~) :
Despite t~e/ horrors of my time, I knew
i
(and knew it with the greatest joy life gii\7es), .
that ther~ were people in that hidden city
seeking' the laws of life,' mingling their kn<l»wledge,
suffering Jbut finding p~ace
in one another,.
..
and learn~ng more and more not to wish power
over anY$e but themselves~
It was no! dream,
those living people, minds and heirts and bodies.
i'
(Epilogue)

.. If

No, this is no ~ream, and it is good to have a fine, sensitive poet like H~niel Long assert it with force and emphasis.
I ~
•.
In formatan1 printIng, the book is a delighlt and a
credit to the Ryda Press.. It is a book to buy, to keep as
. one's own, to· read I and re~read, to cherish. We need such
books in times like these.
I

Albuquerque.

: I

i
I

GEORGE ST. CLAlR.

.

'

Errata Sheet for Q~ARTERLY, February, 1935; Vol. y, No.1
p. 22, 1.5--a~lOgOUS for analagous.
'
p. 24, 1.1 belo table-enormQus for erroneous.,
p. 24, 1.22-u foresee,n for unforseen.
:
p. 24, 1.25-cqmpetitors' for competitor's.
. p. 46, 1.29--cpITeet after the dash as follows: "-so
long as th.ey merel: wish for a folk-renaissance. It 'will dis..
appear as soon as ,hey espous~ a realistic programme, etc."
p. 59, L12--a ecdotes for anecdoes.
,
p. 64, 1.17---iUfreadable eyes for readable eyes.

.

!

I
I

I
I
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something unusual for the

~ext

number. In August THE

QUARTERLY wiLl publish:
"A Century of Mafianas"-the story of the centennial
of Questa, New Mexico--by Betty Staples
"Cum What?"-the trials of the search for higher
learning-by Elijah L. Jacobs
Stories in August or later numbers, by Georgia
Knotts, Dorothy Eargle Thomas, Don Glassman, Edna
Bouldin

Prices are rising, but not the subscription price of
THE NEW

MEXICO

QUARTERLY. One dollar the year. Mail

to University Press, Albuquerque, N. M.
Date.__ ~
I enclose
subscription to THE NEW

_

for
MEXICO

_

QUARTERLY.

Name
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Contributors to This Issue
PART I
KYLE CRI~TON is associate editor of COUiR-T8' Magazine, and Book Cl'ltic for the
magazine Life. He is a New Mexican by virtue of eleven years spent in Albuquerque, where, after that time. he qualified for the "cured" club. While in
Albuquerque, Mr. Crichton wrote lAw and Orde1', Ltd., the story of Elfego Baca,
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PART I
THE ECONOMIC ASjECTS OF SOUTHWESTERN
REQIONALISM
C

I

(Continued from February
i·

QUARTERLY)

I

.

Cease Not Living

.,. ,

. By KYLE CRICHTON

Katherine
Gerould wrote New Mexico:
·
W The Backwash of S*in/ in Harper's, years ago, I reHEN

Full~rton

.~ember that even· while II was jdining the' ch~rus of indignatiori I was experiencin~ an un~omfortable.sensation tell-

ing me t~at Mrs. GerOUldfas. et!I(entially ri':ht.. Theartiele
was partIcularly r~ented In Santa Fe, WhICh should· have
been warning enough to e, but 11' was'Still under the spell
of Southwestern romance and not prepared to doubt that
American culture had re ched ,a final lodging place som~
where close to the Old Pace.
Even then I was vag ely aware of the progress of history and conscious of the ct that while the future might be
: horrible, we could not w th success retreat i~to the past.
· From that conviction, it
possible to go on to the further
· truth that the regjonal idea in the Southwest was not so much
· a desire to perpetuate the irtues of the past ~ to escape the
_realities of the present. he young men who fled to Paris
:in those same days after t e war were happy enough to elude
• J Keokuk and Terre Haute -without bothering greatly about
the reasons of their flight. They had freedom in Europe and
could speak with tartnes about the life they had left behind, but, as a general t ing, they were content to enjoy
themselves and let the res of the world go its own sad way.
It was only in New Mexi that the refu~ees felt the need
· of j ustifying~ their 1light From th8.tt. came the mystical
nonsense of God, the India ,and the good dark earth.
The merits of regiona ism 'in art and literature. are quite
apparent. There is eve hing fine in pride of place .and
I
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pride of tradition. Culture,zis not a thing which may be
manufactured sYnthetically;; it grows out of a rich background and from a sound phjlosophy. The u~e of plain
materials, of native truths, oY well-loved scenes Is c,ertainly
permissible in literature, if not obligatory. But' regionalism
as a doctrine is another matter. From the viewpoint of the
writer -and artist there is no such thing as regional cqlture
or even national clllture; there is culture. Therefore, when
Allen Tate and John Crowe Ransom and the I Take My
Stand poets of the South seek to re-establish the slave owning aristocracy of the Old South, it ceases to be merely a love
of regionalism and becomes a political portent of something
deeper. What they are trying to do is turn back the clock
of histor.y and the clock can never be turned back. Since it
is plain that their ideas of the sweet virtues of pre-bellum
days can not be achieved through simple desire, it follows
that a return to the life they crave so ardently can come
only through political and economic action. H~nce the pride
in regionalism ceases to be love of place and becomes 'a policy
of obscurantism and ,reaction.
It is a part of life that we have a n~stalgic feelin~ for
. the past. We yearn for the good old days of 1913, just as
the people in 1913 were yearning for the good old days of
the Spanish-American war. The life- in Wilmington, Delaware, which seems. so perfect now ~ Henry Seidel Canby ,
as he looks back on it was probably considered impossible
by old citizens who craved the peace and soft gentility of
the 'Period of Stark Young's So Red the Rose. Among' economists may be found gentlemen of equal futility who can
think of nothing better to do about the surplus of shoes' than
. to urge us to mrke our ow-n shoes", We' ~re asked to return
to the 'simple hfe of the hand loom and the self-sufficient
household. If this does not succeed, we shall probably find
ourselves back in a cave, feeling happy and self righteous,
albeit a trifle foolish.
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The Santa Fe idea o~ Spain redivivus is not ~only fantastic but disastrous. Th~ Spanish-Americans ~n no< more
t return to their former walYs of living than 'the Indians can
i reclaim the American con~inent. The stimulation of handi: ~ crafts is entirely worthwHile; what is stultifying and danI
. ~ gerous is the thought t~New Mexic~ can h~pe to retain
its cultural flavor and
nomic independence while sura totally diffe ent sort of world,. My primary
I' ',J-(concern
, rounded isbythe
I
Spanish-Americans, for whom I have great
respect and admiration, a~1d I am violently opposed to any
policy which seeks to binp. th~m to it dead .past or Wh~C.P attempts to make them exc ptlOns to the course of hIstory.
i
I!
It would have been more ecent of the Rio Grande, for exI
ample, if it had not persi ted in overflowing its banks and
i.
washing away the ranch of the natives. The sentimental
!' notion of retaining the pI t of ground on which the family ..
I.
had lived for centuries g ve way before the physical fact
;
of dissolution. The one p ssible way of saving the land is
!
Conservancy, but before t e Conservancy'project is worked
to its conclusion, there will be .social and economic uPl1eavals
of a far-reaching sort. Se timent and art are rio match for
1
nature and historY and ljlo" people can hope to maintain,
I
themselves, either culturally or phy~ically, by retreat into
an ancient world.
.
I ' ,
I
Henry Ford once tOld~me t~at. politics were of comparatively little imporfunce in. the JorId. .S. inee we were speaking of the NRA and sim·lar matters, Mr. Ford was not
I
thinking of the.futility·of preci~ct elections bUt of the more rJ
important matter of POlitI~S an4i economics, which are, after
all, the basis of pOlitiCS." he sifuple truth, of course, is that
, politics and economics hay everything to do with our lives.
The Swiss watchmakers "jere content with their craftsman
guilds and scornful of theJest of the world until the American tariff laws and qUQta estrictions in other parts of the
world ruined their ma~1ke and ,brought destitution to th~ir
once prosperous canto~s., I The~ are now bro~ght to ~he
o
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necessity of bootlegging watches into America, a procedure
which has grown to a large industry and is being met ·by the
indignation of the citizens of Waltham, Mass. The Japanese, as well, are turning out high class watches by the
millions, and at prices with which the Swiss cannot hope
to eompete.
If I elaborate upon the practical, it is because art itself
is so closely bound up with life that no culture can hope to
support itself when the roots from :which it grows are rotting. Quite simply, the art movement in the Southwest is
doomed to sterility so long as It attempts to maintain itself
outside the currents of contemporary existence. My knowledge of painting is negligible, but for the .other arts I think
. it is only kindness to say that nothing' has come out of the
:Southwest since the so-called revival that has any statliJ;'~
or permanent worth. Indeed, the output has been pitiful
and marked by a narrowness of outlook and a shallowness of
thought which is embarrassing.
What the literate visitor to New Mexico hastens to do
upon his first visit is fashion, an article on the Penitentes
•
and recount anew the legend of the Church at Isleta. What
the permanent guests have produced is little better. Having
no understanding, either of their own feelings or of the.
causes of their ill.,..adjustment to modern life, the sensitive
~eople who fled. to New MeXICO in the days after the wa~
!ere eager to believe that their salvation lay in unity with
some deeper, simpler force. From this' arose the worship
~f the Indian and the attempt to establish a form of my~ti
qal relationship with him. To understand the Indian and
learn from him was admirable enough but to believe that
machine civilization could be evaded by retreating into the
kiva was never anything but nonsense. The effect of such
thinking, however, has been profound and has colored'
New Mexican literature to such an extent that much of it
reads like medieval lore.' Its true effect is a crippling of the~
l'

<
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When Erskine Cald~ell writes Tobacco Road, it i~ apparent that he is regarding his poor whites not as an isol~ted
and picturesque Iilani~es tion of Sou~ern life, but from,
.the larger perspective 0 f life itself. Treated from the re~oD:al viewpoint: as m~n ~i~ilar tales have ~een tre~te?,
It would sound lIke some hlng'seen by a tourIst ona !trlp
through the West Indieb.
Over everything coming
.
. frotri
c: the'
Southwest hangs that Blur
of triviality i
andamateurishJl.ess.
: I
'
Writers who have beel)l. IrVing. in the section for years: are
still so greatly influenced by t~e "romance" of it that ~ven
their most profound utter nces have an unreal and fantastic
sound".. I have never r~a4, for lexample, a sensible piec~ on .
the Penitentes. Aside !frbm the information that the ~rac
tice had been noted in: Itily as early as the Fifteenth pentury and was still prevalent in outlying districts of New
Mexico, I know nothing of its background. More than that,
I know nothing about its rheaning to the people who pr~tiee
it or t,he reasons for lts survh:al .in New Mexico' ~n1 itsabsence, for i~stan~e,. ,.iin Mexico or Spain. Wh.en ~..sJPeak
of the fantastIc qualIty f most Southwestern wrltI~g, I
mean its substitution f yth for reason, its' insist~cb on
evading thought by consIdering everything strange a~ an
isolated instance t>f'individuality rather than a part of the
:
pattern of life.
New Mexico, cut <i.ff from Spain for hundreds
r . of 'Y/ears
and from MeXICO for almpst a hundred years, IS now 1k> be
separated from Ameri~nl culture, with which at best i1 has
had but slight contact." I I once managed the tour of a, Mexican orchestra throug¥ Ne~ Mexico and was ~nnoy~ by
the subdued snickers of tile Mexicans when they talked ,~ith
my New Mex!can frieJilds., I thought it ~form of sno~bery
and finally saId so.
.
~
, - ;
"Oh, but no," said th1e Mexicans, immediatelY coptrite.
"It is not that at all. We were laughing because when
we
, I
1
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talk with your friends, they use strange words that we only
see in textbooks. It is much <as if you were to have somebody
talking to you in the language of Chaucer. Some of the
words haven't been spoken in Mexico in hundreds of years.
It struck us as funny but we didn't .mean to be impolite."
New Mexico needs new in'fluences rather than ~ revival of its years-long stagnancy. In recent years it has
been led by individuals wholthernselves were defeated by life
and eaB"er to escape it. I certainly have no theories about
"civilizing" the Indian but I also know quite well that in
a world of realities no state of the United Sta~s is going to
prosper intellectually by the mere process of hegotiating a
treaty with Sitting Bull!' Wha~ I should ·suggest to New
Mexican educators is that along with the excellent study of
archaeology should be inc'uded a more detailed analysis of
the Third Reich of Herr Hitler and of the march to socialism
of the U. S. S. R. I should even pay some attention to Ethiopia. If my memory is accurate, the young men of Chimayo
and Clovis marched bravely away fn 1917 to correct something that had been started in a small town in Serbia. What
I should like to suggest further is that New Mexico become
less a part of the Southwest and more a part of the world. I
should like to suggest also that the whole ~heory of regionalism be laid quietly away with the other ~elics of a period
when it was felt that the way to live was to icease living.

~

~.
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Is Folk-Art Property?
A Rep~y tq Philip Stevenson
By JOHN
GOULD
FLETCHER
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.I' N' HIS remarks in the February number of the NEW.I.MEX-

ICO QUAR~RLY, Mr~ Philip Stevenson resorts not to ,~rgu
ment but to theshibbqleths of a certain class of write~ who
are always able to dis,miss any argument they may h~ppen
to dislike by giving it bad names. Thus he says, "Boul1geois
., idealists are invariably pessimists", and then goes
to
portray a world of p~ple full of horror at the inroads 'flUch
machine-made living ihas accomp.lished at the expen~e
of
I
the folk-arts,' but utterly unable. to do anything to check
these inroads, since tle inroads themselves are justifi,d' by
"a society founded in icompetition for private profit". 1 And
he points out that the Gnly society apparently not found~d on
such competition, to ~,t, Soviet Russia, is fostering an1 preserving the fol~ art~ In. accordance with .it~ po~icy toV(ards'
"a culture natIonalIst In form and socIalIst In con~nt".
Therefo!e, the conclusl.on is inescapable. The people ofjNew
. Mexico if they wish to preserve their folk-tradition~ and
handicrafts, ne~d. onl~ become B?lshe~ks,and all ~ll. be
well. The commIsars: of the SOVIet wIll see to everythIng
I
"
else. Quod erat demo~strandum.
This argument is based on so many blindnessesi and
falsifications in regarq to fact. that it is almost, if not dUite.
useless to attempt to cbnfuite Mr. Stevenson. Still, it skems
never to have occurred to him that a "bourgeois ide4list"
like myself, might also be a bouJ;geois realist on occalsion,
and know something, too, about facts. So I will att~mpt
to enlighten h i m
.,'
, :I
,
It is quite true ~ td say that it is useless for me, or for .
'anyone, to waste tear~ about the present dominance of the
machine over the earlier modes of handicraft living. Whether
w~ like it or not, or whether we consider the results ~ven
us by the machine socially desirable or not, the masstproi[ 77 ]"
I'
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ductive technology of modern life has come to stay. Only--1.
and ,to look at the matter in this light is to look at i~ as it
really is, without optimism or pessimism-where in Russia
the present rulers of. that country are imposing tQe massproductive technology on a vast number of people used for
centuries to nothing but handicraft ways of living, in this
country the handicraft ways of living have steadily declined
before ever more efficient mass-productive ways, until the
, moment has come when the mass-productive ways have
broken down of their own weight. In short, where Russia
faces the possibility of' a vast exp~nsion in the direction' of
machine mass-production, 'we in the United States must now
face just as inevitable a ,con~raction in exactly this 'field.
Such is the verdict, neither of the optimistic M~. Stevenson,
nor of the pessimistic Mr. Fletcher. It is the verdict of the
impersonal fact or history.
Which all goes to show that Mr. ~Steveri.son's final assumption, "for better or worse, the world has become a clan"
is just simply nonsense. The world is not a clan. It ·may
beCome so, some day-but even Marx himself never supposed
it was. A completely materialistic and "economic" view of
human. history seems tQ' have led Mr. Stevenson into the
-.
error committed by hundredS' of other &Marxians, the error
of supposing that man either has had no history worth mentioning, or doesn't need any. As a plain matter of fact, there
are no two countries which dispute this verdict that "man
is a clan" more completely, than do Russia and the United
States today.
'
For instance, Mr. Stevenson is proud of the fact that
the Soviets have protected and fostered the folk arts, 'and
uses this fact to bolster up his argument that unless we destroy capitalism in this country, we cannot serve what remnants of folk-art remain on thi&' continent. But did the'
Soviets create those folk-arts which they are now preserving? They inherited a v~st reservoir of folk-art from the
Czarist past, and they- simply continued it. They would have

l

_It-
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been fools not to le~ the. tradition go on-it was useful, as
, ,Mr. Stevenson hims~lf has pointed out, to them as alsource
of possible foreign'1fevenue. It could be made profitrble to
the state capitalism they practice.
'" ' . .
In this country~ the, situa.tion. has been exactly '~he re,verse. From the tUne when the original thirteen eplonies
found themselves eagerly looking forward to the Western
Country, about twebty ,years before the Revolutjoni every
effort wa:s made to jsubstitute for the tradition~l fOllk-arts
of the colonies, the ~anufacturingtechnique. I need s~arcely
remind Mr. Stevens?n of the interest in science andl invention-taken by such early
American' figures as Frank in and
I ,
Jefferson. I need o;ny state that some years before t~e Civil
War, William E. Y cey of South Carolina, Calhoun's successor in the develo~ing struggle between the two s~ctions
of the country, stated in a speech before the Ante~ican
Senate that the contribution of the South to American civilization had been the art of congressional statesm'4nship,
while that of the North had been largely the development
. I
of invention as seen :in the Patent Office at Washingtpn. It
would indeed' have been irgpossible for Ameri<;a to ha~e been
colonized so rapidly h.ad not modern ma!c·"e.ry heIIl~d that
colonization.
"
I
Nor need I remitld Mr. Stevenson th thequestiqn now
.is, not whether we are going to gOia;long with the domlinance
of modern machinery, but- whether under the domin~nce of
modern machinery, anybody is going to be employed iat all!
In short, the machine developed to the high point that! it has
reached, has already; created abundant leisure in th~ guise
of unemployment, and if it were owned or controlled tomorrow by a board of t~chnical exper,ts who operated it: not at
all for profit, but only for the use pf ~l, there would ~till be
millions without work to do. So what can these millio1j1s take
up but handicrafts?! And we in this country need as much
training in the, knowledge of how. to 'make handicr~ts, as
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the Russians do in the exactly opposite technique of how to
manage machinery,
In short, Mr. Stevenson, what we need is to take a few
lessons from those Mexicans and Indians of yours, who certainly have no such illusions as "the world is a clan". And
perhaps if we do learp from them, we will learn also that
they regard their handicrafts as one form of property, and
~. they are not even averse to the profit-motive when it comes
to disposing of t 'r property. It will, however, always. be
a different kind of p operty than the factory-made kind, fpr
.-,it will depend on in 'vidual skill and traditional patt~
rather than on mechanical copying and immediate functional
utility. And what is more, it is also likely to be real property, an actual objective"creation of some kind, not merely a
paper accumulation of stocks, shares, bonds, and capital, for
the next wind of depression to blow away! In short, there
is -a distinction ~o be made between property and capital
which your philosophy does not make, Mr. Stevenson, and
unless you do make it, you will never understand either eco. nomics or handicraft.
I

.
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Antidote and Paradox
~

A Comment
By DUDLEY

WYNN

)

says: "In short, where Russia faces the
possibility of Ja vast expansion in the direction of machine iniss-production, we in the United States must now
face just as .inevit~ble a contraction in exactly this field."
Proceeding on this ~ssumption, Mr. Fletcher finds that there
is a definite place for handicrafts in our life, Qecause with
all the leisure' the machine bas given us, the unemployed,
must have somethipg to do. These. unemployed, I presume,
are to leave the bread lines aI\d begin making pottery, and
are to go out and sell their pottery in competition with machine-made things. In this manner, the great unemployed
"leisure" class is to retain its integrity, express itself, and
maintain its hold upon its art as property.
Mr ~ Stevertson's way of thinking undermines this argument at its very foundation. Why do we face an inevitable
~contraction of rpachinemass-pr'oduction? Why is it inevitable? It is inevitable only undet: the conditions of the competitive profit system. [f the· Machine" were released from
private control and werel used for prodVftion, not for profits,
there would be an inevi1fa,ble expansion of mass-production.
That is why Russia is ~panding while we are contracting
production. Are we so well-housed and well-fed that we
could not consume mor~ than is now being produced? Surely
Mr. Fletcher would not say so, however little concern he may ,have for all the gadgets that machine mass-production could
put forth. Contraction is inevitable only if one assumes that
the present capitalistic ~ystem is endowed with eternal life.
. That is an assumption which Mr. Stevenson will not tolerate;
and Mr. Fletcher, in assuming such, is playing right into the
hands of the very thing he and 'the Agrarians of the South
de~st-the nOll-human trIass-production of the North since

M

R. FLETCHER
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1860. Contraction may be inevitable, for contraction is
Fascism, and ·Fascism may be inevitable; but Mr. Fletcher
need not pretend to like this horrid inevitability. At least,
he ought not to predicate our future upon such a system. of
contraction. The people have h~d ,p. taste of abundant commodities, and they will not submit forever to a contraction
in the supply of them., This much is pretty clear, tQ even a
"bourgeois idealist": the Machine has come to stay; collectivization is one way of mastering and humanizing it; there
is every possibility that a free Machine can, attain to a hi,gh
level of beauty, design, and quality in the products which it
turns out in abundance.
That is why I wish that Mr. Fletcher had never admitted that the Mach~ne h~s come to stay. As long as the
Agrarians (Mr. Fletcher is, or was, one of them) denied,
denounced, and vilified th~ Machine and i~ progen~-vul
garity, utilitarianism, the cheap concept of Progress, the
still 'shabbier ideal,·of hum~nitarianism, the destruction of
almost all civilized values-they were on solid ground and
had a logically defensible position. But now that it is ad'mitted that the Machine has come to staYt everyone of the
Agrarian ideals crumbles-which is only another way I have
of saying that th~ Agrarian position was a very difficult one
to begin with, becau:se it was so strenuous an ideal. The
Agrarian, the bourgeois idealist, the Humanist, all of us
every day succumb to, and acquiesce ,in, the new cultural
pattern of this new world-view (humanitarianism, pJ;ogress,
-etc.) which is so unalterably opposed to the older 'world-view
(humanism, religion, "the tragic view of life," etc.). How
easy it is to succumb to the new, how difficult to adhere to
~he older tradition or discipline is beautifully illustrated by
an address of the Humanist Norman Foerster at Rockford
College, Illinois,recently. Mr. Foerster, in holding up for
emulation the early Renaissance conception of liberal ed!lcation as a stern discipline, inveighed against our shabby
humanitarianism. How can aJlything great, l1e said in ef'.
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fect,come out of a society whose ideal is comfort? But then
he had to say in a kind of undertone (I give merely the gist
of his remarks) that, of course, we ~annot deny the comfort of comfort, or the value of comfort. The intellectual
climate, the fundamental belief of our age, vitiated ¥r.
Foerster's noble. address. ,Mr. ~oerster -went out to 'slay ,a
dragon~ and ended by lying down to let the dragon lick his
wounds. And there go all of uS:
After all, the question of. whether we shall or shall not
have handicrafts and folk-arts is a ~ery minor question. The
presence ofa fol.k-art (as that is at present conceived)· is a
sy.mptom, not a c,ause. It is a symptom o~ certain kind of
culture. The particular kind of c~lture which it is symptomatic of is a culture which reflects the fatalistic-superstitious-revereqt view of life. Think of the English' and Scot- :
tish popular ~allads or Gf the American Indian. The world
today holds the progressivist-amelioristic-scientific-utilitar-.
ian view. Whenever an automobile and a1newspaper and a
tourist come in contact with a' ballad or an Indian it is almost sure death to the ballad and the Indi~n. Mr. Fletcher,
in holding out for a system of private property iri the folkarts as a kind of antidote to a hideous machine culture, is
pleading a hopeless cause. Mr. Stevenson, in insias'tirig that
Soviet Russia nourishesJ and fosters folk-arts, is pleading a
paradox'. Everything tlat modern Russia stands for means
folk-arts, as we use that term at
the rapid extinction
present. The question ltoday, I believe, is whether or not
anything humanly satisractory can be made out of a Machine
culture. Mr. Fletcher does not solve the problem QY proposing to take ten million men' out of circulation and set
them to weaving, rugs and baskets. What about 'the other
one hundred and ten minion or more Who are going to have
to live with the Machine? Is there anything fOf them except machine-tending, spencTing, machine-tending, spending ... ? This last question, by the way, is for Mr. Stevenson as well as Mr. Fletcher.
1,

;

.,
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.
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By T. M.

PEARCE

.

discussion to which Mr. Crichton and Mr. Fletcher
contribute in this QUARTERLY was begun by Mr. Wynn,
Dr. Clark, and Mr. Stevenson in FeBruary. The five 'articles
may now be reviewed by readers with the addition of Mr.
Wynn's commentary and what editorial comment will here
follow.
Late in the fall the editor of the QUARTERLY began to
speculate upon what estimate could be made of the economic
side of the regional movement in the Southwest. That Mary
AUstin and Frank Applegate had begun to think quite definitely in this direction is proved by the founding of the
Spanish Colonial Arts Society which operated a shop in
Sena Plaza for the merchandising of native goods. Before
the death of Mr~. Austin, plans had been formed with her
encouragement for the Spanish Market; in some ways suecessor to the Spanish Colonial Art Society's original shop.
Years earlier, and relying primarily upon'. Indian goods,
, began\the vast organization- of Fred Harvey Curio Shops
whose regional goods have been wholesaled and retailed in
sums many a major industrialist concerned with machin'e
made textiles, jewelrY,and jiardinieres would respect. Our
discussion has enjoyed no report from the director of the
New Mexico Vocational Rehabilitation Bureau whose ex~
hibits in Santa Fe and elsewpere have stressed the economic
return brought to unemployables by the spinning of native
wpol, the weaving, carving, ornamental tin, and other crafts.
San Jose Training School of the University of New Mexic6,
through community projects, has I know figured impressively
toward self support of small communities through crafts.
Though this is regional economy and of considerable
monetary return" it does not settle the maior problem of
regionalism as.an economic program, because all of the contributors recognize, as does this writer, that minorities are

T
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•

~
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engaged in it. Yet for, fear we can make no more of our
case for regional economics, let tIs repeat that ,here, in our
very diversity of industry, whether of pinon, tortIlla and
tamale selling, or of cur~os and health, the economic aspects
of Southwestern region~Iism both in merchandising novelty
and stressing special intlustries is not to be di::;missed. ·
But to tackle the major issue: "Ha1; Southwestern Rean economic proiram for a
gionalism or any Regionalism
.
I
majority of its people ?'r Scientific planning, as pr. Clark
I
"
.
points out, will c6nse~ve l);Vater, forests, game, the range, and
will make inevitable ~ompromise between the land as nature
and man as industr~al Iscientific society. Yet it will not
~ttl~ the, co.'~fest betW!n l~bor ~n? caPit~l, as. o~tbreaks
In tile mos~ Improved achine-mining unIts of Gallup or
Madrid testify. Mr. S venson believes that machines in
socialized industries c~ be made to free the worker for
folk arts, by time savi.p and ~nergy saving instea~ of wasting both time and' ener in competitive warfare for private
profit. Mr. Fletcher' pOInts out that capitalism of one sort
or another will remain, hether the state capitalism of the
Soviet Republic or the private capitalism' of the United
States. This article is ritten just after listening to President Roosevelt's firesid 'T'adio talk of April 28th. It is
pertinent to remark th unemployment has justified state
capitalism ~n the Uni
States through government projects on a vast scale, and if the currency and credit of banking are further integrat d with the federal treasury system
even a greater degree 0 state capital will be in reserve to
supplement: or dominat private capital.
What I've just wri ten seems a far step from Southwestern region~l econo ~s, and yet from the~ start of the
parley the issues were roader than regional, because regional met national an international industrial organization. It is from such a p,oint of view Mr. Crichton writes-th~ national or world oU~loo~ as it faces th~ ~rovincial. Mr.
CrIchton speaks of the OItung to New MeXICO of refugees
.

I

I

,

r

I
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who "felt the need of justifying their flight" by the "mystical nonsense of God, the hldian, and the good dark earth."
Yet one can scarcely fail to retort that aside from the question-begging term "nonsense," all the terms listed are good
topics for reflection and if one needs to leave the city limits
of metropolitan New York to think about God, to meet an
Indian, and to see the good·1 dark earth, we, among others,
would take the step. One can be a refugee in,one direction
or the other.
We confess'to wishing' Mr. Crichton had footn'oted the
list of our leaders who weire individuals "defeated by life
and eager to escape it." None of ,the leaders here as I have
known them answer to his description except D. H.Lawrence and perhaps' his Southwestern hostess. C. F. Lummis,
Frank Applegate, Eugene'Rhodes, Mary Austin-to name
only four of those who have led-can with little justice be
said to have been "defeated by life and eager to escape it." ,
That in more directions than one, each of them embraced
life to its fullest, and founded almost schools of followers,
present day Southw~stern archaeology, crafts". literat~re,
idealogy and phraseology will testify. .
.
How significant this is to be, the moment, here or in
New York City, can~ot decide. A little clear thinking both
places will help. Wf!. represent rural America everywhere
(with apologies to the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce).
What our or any other 'community's native industries are to
do in competition with the great syndicate stores, power,
light, oil, cinema, automotive,- steer, radio, etc., etc., is a matter for general reflection. The current is~teadily toward
standardization with th~ rest of America. When this standardization is complete, we shall be exactly where Mr. Crichton is now, wondering where to turn next.
Mr. Crichton says to us, "Cease to live in the past," but
he cannot by words say to the past, "Cease to live in us."
The past lives on in us both east and west. The air of economic and political discussion recently has been befogged
,.

,

,
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with such terms as "PI' letariat," "bourgeois idealist," "dialectical materialism,"" iddle class," "workers," "third international," "class ·stltuggle." The West and Southwest
have always been accla~med for an" atmosphere. where "the
sky is'not cloudy all da~." . Maybe a "North American man~'
can be grown on thils Sloil· and a "North American mind,"
borrowing something ~rom the stature of New England's
Emerson and the SoutHwest's Cowboy and Pueblan.From
the former would derivle a good deal of "mystical nonsense
about God" and from the last a community ideal of how to
get along with everyb y else and sacrifice if need be to 'do
it. The Cowboy, lik-e t e American man in general, regional.
or otherwise, would· j us see th~ thing t~rough.

,.

",
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Knitting
By

MARGARETI PAGE HOOD

They knit.."
"
Those women of the French revolutionThe dark coarse wool of necessity slipping thru their
rough fingers,
And as they clicked their steel needles
They counted heads that fellPrivilege, nobility and the ancient right of kingsAll bloody in a basket.
...
~

)

We knitWe wQmen of the New DealOn finer yarns of rosy gayety,
The ivory needles slip thru our fingers,
Soft and bright tipped with crimson lacquer,
And as we count
, our stitches
We laugh.
, But even as they, altho unwitting of our· fateful abacus,
We click the death of long familia~ things.
Of thrift, of individuality, of sanctity of gold, of laws
Our fathers left to guide and bind usFallen under the guillotine of theory
And bohle' away in a wordy basket of promises.
'\
t,

Colorado Evening
By EDNA DAVIS

ROMIG

This is the light that pulls the'mountains up
To towering heights, the atmosphere that lifts
Foothills to stature of the range, the "range
To ramparts that are crowned by rifts
Of.some high-sailing cloud; a strange
And transient light, a moment poised and brief, As swift as beauty, permanent as grief.
[ 88]
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. Sea Gulls Across'the Prairie
By EDNA DAVIS ROMIG
~

The lake is full of glinting wings, the air .
Is filled with, wings. Here where should be no wings
Save the land birds 'flying inland, save
Eagle and blackbird and the ones that fare
Safely-robin, finch, and wren-till sprin~.
But these th~t have known ocean clitrs and waves
Here are they flying, over the~ mountains, over
The alkali ~lains, flying over the desert .
To this smaU lake of glacier water. The plover,
Even the small grey ouzel as he flirts
In the white waterfall is native here;
But the wiqe wings and the round breasts hicquered
bright·
By t~e sun's: late shining-these are strange and queer.
What curious force would send the sea· gulls flighting
Over Nevaqa, Utah, through Wyoming,
Over the Rockies into Colorado?
Why to this !high lake have they come homing?
More like a drealJ1, more like a lovely shadow,
Wings glint upon the water. On the sky
They print a phantom beauty as they fly.

Shower'
By EDNA DAVIS ROMIG

Even the rains co~e With a secret beauty
In these high valle~s, come like clashing bellS
. 'Between hill',masses deeply violet;
.
Then winding horns begin 'as the music swe.lls
Over far fields grown fresh and greenly wet.
Something half stantled, shy'; and secretly withdrawn
These rains s~are ~ith the bright expectant dawn.
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Leaves

.

By WITTER BYNNER

1
I

Motion seldom carries peace,
Though peace can carry motion;
A cliff worn smooth gives small release .
To the onset of ocean;
.
And yet there's a significance
Foretelling somehow good .
Wh~n quiet leaves dilate and dance
To the wind in a wood.

Autumn Harbinger
By SPUD JOHNSON
Sleepily, this afternoon,
Alfalfa, clover, sage,
Minglea in my room
Like words upon a page ...

.

But when the wind shifted
Over the garden wall,
,
Fragrance of wild plums drifted
Distinctly as a call.

SWing Little Winter Moon By MAUD E. USCHOLD
'Swing, little winter moon
From a hackberry' t~ee;
Bleed on no brittle thorn
That glimmers icily..

,

Quick~n your

pulseless light
Throukh the infinite gloom,
Cover the earth with flame
White as dogwood bloom.
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qampo Santo

, BYI S~UD JOHNSON

i

She could po~ pa~s the row of narrow ~~"
Along the ifence (although the path there aves
Many a s~p be~een the house and town),
Because, brside the others in the ground :
Under theitrees'l: the 'boy who loved her laYJ.
And so sh~ went around the farthest way. I
I

I

.'

:

I

She could Ijiot pass, yet why, ~he did not knolw:
She had no~ love4 him, though he loved her
That now $he could not see a flight of bir~~
Without retnembering his brok~n words. ~
What was he to her? Why should he lie 1
With arms ,stretched up to her as she passeq by?
His fingers seemed to ache there in the clay I,
And lift, mpving the clods a little way" \
In a gesture of desire as she passed near. \
They seemed to touch het: with unearthly fe~r.

:t.

!

It wai, a magic laid upon her head

:

By slender, boyish hands that now were dea~,
Turning her steps, reluctant, to the spot.
I
She opened ithe gate into the sacred lot,
Knelt down upon the earth that was above hi
And came at last, but now too late, to love him.

r

';

i

.

i

i

The paper :flowers that hung against the cross
And made a :crimson stain upon the moss,
:
Were crumpled on her fke and in her hand "
As tears 'fell· down and wet the yellow sand.
"
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The Cocoon of Dreams
By J. B. MONTGOMERY-McGoVERN

As the caterpillar, tired of crawling over the rough earth:
Wraps itself in a silken cocoon and lies down to rest,
To wait until the day of soaring,
So do I, tired of the earth,
Wrap myself in my cocoon of dreams."
Whether it be for a night, or for eternity,
Or whether for me
, there be a day of soaring,
I do not know. I only know
.
That as the cocoon is nearer to'the tired caterpillar
Than is the earth it left,
. So are my 1:lreams nearer to me
Than those things men call re"ality.
And if'because of. my dreams I die,
As does the chrysalis because of its cocoon
....
At the hands of the silk-spinner-'
What matters one life-:.
I shall have had my dreams;
And the silken thread of those dreams
May be woven into a garment
For those fitter to live.
,;

t

r

Eternal Mind
By EUGENIA POPE POOL

All thought that ever has peen
Is-and is ours too.
We are the leaves
Through which the wind of
Thought blows.
It is not my min<tl
Or your min~
But eternal mind
Tha~ flows and flpws.
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~Web of Dew
'.

!. .~y HANIEL LONG

\"

Individual sufficiercy
is the boast of a single leaf . .
.
lost in the'green tlnillions.
Yet into·each leafl of the green millions
strikes sun.,
I

''\.

>

'

If we could turn rbd roofs like pages
should we read th~ story of sufficingness,
or does the nE7ve ~elephpne to the nerve
while hot tears fall?
And do the tears fall less readily
in the proud hous~ of the mind
than in the humbt heart?
-you and I being a mystic plant and petal
and books but' Ar stotle, a mystic plant and petal.
What does the! violet say in the thigh?
And what saY$ th~ rose,
what says the IWaIlker in the Blood,
the Ancestral ? ~
.

~en

• And was the
issan:ce' a predictable blossom
f
'
to the, Dark Ages? II
Yet undoubtedly ill the Dark Ages
the RenaissanQe was reaching out of the future
to bring itself abotb.t:
.
and somethingeven now reaches out of the future
to make,a blossomrf you a~d us all.
;

I

And maybe we arej part of Itmaybe this in me ~hich I cannbt name,
this reaching towards you,
is not to be dismis~ed lightly,
needs your attentl~n and tending
as well as mine.
i
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When I Am Stronger
By J. B. MONTqOMERY-McGoVERN
For prayers left unanswered,
Though prayer in agony was wrought---.:.
For longing denied,
Though bitter the denial.For these, 0 God, I build an altar.
And some day, when I am stronger,
I shall burn incense
On the altarI have builded
To God's wisdom.
The prayers that have been grantedWhen I thought that God w,as goodTheir granting has brought
I
What granted prayers must bring:
Shadow that follows ligbt,
Smoke that envelopes flame.
Such is the law, priests; say,
Law of God's wisdom. I
To that wisdom I build ~ow an~l~r,
And when I am stronger
.
I shall come and burn iricense
To the God who makes ~aws
That rend menFor their good, priests say.

Restraint
By ELINOR LFtNNEN
Only the ignorant are clamorous,
Fearful they may forget:before they tell.
The patient wise await their turn to speak.
The desert.could be -still a thousand years
And yet retain its truth inviolate.
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UDE DAYIS CROSNO

You
!
'
Are a rock in! th~sun,
Stronger thart the earth
You lean UpOlIl.

,

,:

Yours
..
Is the quiet of years;~
The stillness ~f stllety
,

With~ut fear~.
.

I

Birds,
., I
Gaining alt~t*des you can never win,
Seek your stalwart shelter
(In wind and rain.

\

0

.

I

Birds,
i
Singing, are lIlurled to death
In a gale
i
Against yourj unyieldingness.
,I
I

~

.Snakes
In autumn chill
.
I
~.
•
Seek your sUIjl-warfhed breast.
Flowers
Grow around ,you wit.h delicate loveliness,
But only' Iich~n will crown you
With its hard~ness.
II

Wind':.
Will wear yo~ almost in vain;
Your destruc~ion come~ from tiny rivulets
Freezing, witlUn.
I
•
I
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Gust of Wind
!

By

HANIEL UONG

A gust of wind comes into th~ yard.
I
I

The yellow rose bushes sway,iand the roses
twitch spasmodically.
I~

I
I

Chamisa trembles. ~ Its taller twigs
nod suddenly and unrhythmicmlly.
!
l

"

I

"

, Young goldenrods feel the ~t
go through them;
t
they answer in a queer
l
complicated and reciprocatin~
way of leaf and stem.
l
i

~

Everything in the yard is roo~ed,
and what is rooted resists wi1d.
l

The roses are ~brupt, convulsive;
tl;ley recoil and hesitate and bend grotesquely,
l
failing to keep time.
Long after the gust of wind the roses shiver,
losing their petals.Caught between a'nchoring _root and the wild wind
I too am reluctant, am thro~n out of rhythm;
I jerk, I am not graceful.
A gust of wind is a trouble
when one has settled down to the appeasement
of the inward search.
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~PNight

By MAUD E. USCHOLD

!

I

The thin white lacquer of the .~oon "'Drips; drips;
.
-Over the yielding grass the wind
v
Slips.

!

I

,

II
I

Upon the ground complaining leaves
l Shift;
•
Last petalsf of the shrinking flowers
Drift.

l

!

I
!
!

1

,I

The moon's round fixed stare is
White.
No crickets will call after this
Sharp night.

i

r

Song for Acoma
By

NORMAN MACLEOD

Remember the sunlit silence of Acoma
with no more thunoer than the sound of birds flying like airplanes above the Enchanted Mesa
and the mission dark adobe -of the hills
flecked with cloud ishadows.
, Always th~re will Qe the tqrquoise lintels
over the door,ways pf deserted homes
with only a soIitarJt figure
silhouetted againstl the sky, .
watching on distant days.
No longer does theirock of Acoma offer refuge
and the soundless ~lue
-.
! rings w~th violatedl silence
-. where coyotes mock and hawks go over .
the buzzardlike de~air.
I

' · 1

J,
r., \".
4I

•

..
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Cinder-Patch
By ALICE CORBIN

Maggie came out of a cinder-patch,
She lived in a shanty, the edge of a scratch
Of a factory town, where the river ran black
With slag and smut from the chimney-stack.
Maggie's father kept the saloon
and noon
Where the factory-, men at night
,
Came for whiskey, or came for beer,
And Maggie kept all the glasses clear.

.

-\

Maggie had hair as red as fire,
She had a boiiy as taut as wire,
She had a skin as white as the foamThey'd rather look at her than go home..
After,the dusk, when work was done,
Maggie would go and look at the sun;
The boys would wonder what there could be
Up on the hillside she liked fo ~ee.
She saJd she went up there to see
I'
.
What was beyond where she happened to be;
She might, she said, have been born in town, '
In a palac~ of 'stone, of white or brown.
I

~

What was the odds? "By !folly," she said,
"If you're all alike when you are dead?"
She looked at the river, the chimney-stack,
And the factory hbuses, smutty
and black;
,
'\

,

She saw the bodies oii br.oken men
Carried like slag to the charnel pen,
.She heard the 'hymns sung over their bones
Before they were one with sticks and stones;

'.,.

And each was herself, what she would be,
And this, she thought, was eternity;
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.But ~L'Of ita;~m~'b~~~ep;:n . .
If anyone knewfhat w.as me~nt for man

.

Lord BUddha\ s unde~ the Bodhi tree,
And in one roo ent he. was free
.Of every bondage, every ti~
No need to wait till he.should die .... "
And Maggie the e on the cinder-patch
Knew all of life in the scratch of a match;
She saw it all, i the bat of an eyeNo need for her Ito ~it.,to die!
She had no wor1s, bu~ she knew the way,
And every moment was bright as day;
She saw each'm,n with his glass of beer,
With an aufa ar~>und' him bright and clear;
I

She saw each on~· in a je1ilof flame,
.
And she herself like light· becaroe- '
.
Like light that sines through clear-spunl.glass
She;knew all lif as it came to"pass .... :

t

:

.....

.

'>

Jo.

•

..

'1,:;

If you have seen this once 'you are free
Of several round of eternity;
What Ma8"gie kn w she could not'say,
But she and Bud hB: had found, the way.

7

r
I

",.

.

$

M World
,
By EUGENIA IlpI»E POOL

at

Mine is a w rId
far flung hori~on
Of pinK rllo ds pi)ed ~igh,
Of white m on,
Of ~ellow e rth
Sweeping: u~ward to a blue sky,
Of golden! sun .
Spreading h~s rays "like a giant fan·
is done!
When tlte

dt
!
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Antlers Against the Sky
By S. 0MAR BARKER
On a high ridge where the wind blows keen,
And tall firs fi:nger at the blue,
The buck has paused to watch again
The red miracle of dawn break through.
His haunch is round with fat, for life- .
The good life of the mountain tops-.
Has groomed and grown and ripened him.
Waiting, my gun clicks as he stops.
Sof#y! For he has not heard
This faint prelude to death, nor knows
That I am near. ~oftly . . . . Now
Against the sky his proud head shows!

~~

1

Spear-clustered antlers, sharp as fearThe old buck wears them with a pride
That recks not now of hunt nor hunter.
Red gleam the dawn rays on his side.
He stamps a sharp, black hoof. Well down
In a cove, a fawn bleats for its mother.
But high ridge winds salute the king!
King of the ridges, he, no oth'er!
Steadily bow! Aim well the rifle!
And quickly, too; for now he swings
Those lordly antlers bighfor flight!
(God pity all wild frightened things!)
G.ently I ease the rifle down.
His gallant leap salutes th~ sky.
-The good life of the hills be his! ...r
We. are of the ridge tops-he and I!
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La Vela de Senor

L': JACOBS

By ~L]JAH

Man-high a tagged stem uprears i-:'
A tuft 01 dusty ,leaves.
.
}!)oignant sun-ray spears
They blunt/ the
'
A ~esert plant receives. '
,

, I

c

'

,

1;

The tortured~ wry-form..ed stalk may grow
While laggil1lg months creep by;
Tall stems of bloom will briefly glow
sky.
Against the· ~esert
,
Then briefly: will the unblest plain
F10rget its ugliness;
A beauty that is almost pain
Will end its bare distress.
:

'

With sun and wind and driving sand
The desert keeps in hoard
The yucca ofl the arid land,
The Candle of the Lord.
i'

..'

. Release

By

..

,

IRENE FISHER

I shall: be glad '

When the earth is no longer
All shining gold
" With my ~thoughts of you.
I shall: be glad

When I am stronger
And mpre cold
Than my delight in you.
r

.

I'shall :be gladBut I shall be sad.
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Absent Thee from Felicity a While!
By GEORGE ST. CLAIR

When it shall come,
(
As come it must,
That I go home,
Freed from this dust,
This clogging shell :
Weep no soft tears!
This heart, that hears
Your grief, knows well
Your sorrow; but, with a smile,
ABSENT THEE FROM FELICITY
, A WHILE!
ABSENT THEE FROM FELICITY A WHILE!
. Do not b e g u i l e The hour with dance or song!
But, let your heart be strong
To think of me
As one set free
From pain aI;ld wrong!
So, with a srilile,
ABSENT THEE FROM FELICITY A WHILE!
ABSENT THEE FROM FELICITY A WHILE!
In some dim isle
Where spirits roam,
I shall forget
Th~ crash and foam,
The fever and the fret
Of tired life;
. While you, left in the strife,
Still, with a smile,
ABSENT THEE FROM FELICITY A WHILE!
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By INA SIZER CASSIDY

At the.fiesta at San Ildefonso
.I saw·
Among ~he gay throng,
A Taos man,
Head swathed in white robe,
Black eyes peering out at the world,
Body w~apped in a wliite blanke.t,
Standing white and brown and black
Immobile, silent
Against· a white adobe. wall ;
Taos, N ~w Mexico?
Sun wo~shipper? .
No.! .
..
Tunis! Tunisia, North Africa!
A white: robed Arab stood
Immobil~ against an old white wall,
ShroudeU in a white bournouse,
,Eyes turned toward the east,
White and brown and black.
There isi no God 'but Allah!
Allah is tHis Name!
Taos! 11unis! Tunis! Taos!
White a1id brown and black.

~

Sky God
By STELLA MARIE SCHMITT

o sky!
i

, On' high,
,
Why art thou grey? '
In clouds
Like shrouds,
11
You' veil the day.

The mist,
Rain-kist,
"
Envelops
me;
Night falls,
Dawn calls,
I answer thee.
,
I

.~
,
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Memories
By

INA SIZER CASSIDY

I l,e in bed lazily at Mabel's in Taos.
Breakfast is brought me on a gre~n tray.
The sun shines, the birds sing.
I am not in Taos!
I am in Paris!
And the rain is falling, the grey r~in drizzling,
Dripping grizzlingly down smoke grimed mansard roofs,
The gardens of the Tuilleries drip green rain hazily;
The hawthor·ne bloom
Breaks red against the gloom,
And I am having breakfast in bed, cafe au lait,
Croisettes and conserves,
While you wait impatient to explore this new land.
Afterward we gofhand in hand
.
To see the sights, to hear strange sounds, to meet
And greet face to face an alien race.
And now I lie in bed in Taos, ~
An Indian maid comes in with toast and coffee
On a green tray.
The sun shines but does not pierce my gloom..
And you, where now are you?
ExplorIng new worlOs without me,
New worlds beyond my reach;
You could not wait.
Only
, Death now can take my hand
And lead me to you.
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Accents of the West
By

HARVENA CONRAD RICHTER

I like the stronger accents of the West.
The heart that shrinks at first from' desert waste
Soon learns' the joy of rare, new wines to taste.
And last of all it loves this country best.
Rio Grande
Wild ducks on sunburnt water,
Treacherous, ever-flowing silt
On which the Careless afterglow has spilt
Its dregs of wine.
Westward, the sand hills draw
Their barren dunes toward Acoma.
But down here by the river's edge is Life.
Brown-banked aceqUias flow and branch
To many a secluded river ranch.
And red-wings cry with western bravado.
.
Eastward, the mountains toss with sterile strife,
But down here by the Rio Grande is LifeYoung red willows" rushes-cottonwoods
With spreading arms their spangles cast
Over the water as it ripples past.
~

Placita

Warm, caressing sunlight falls
Across the brown adobe walls.
Here the tempo of life is slow.
Tongues of chile burn and glow.
Black-eyed children play in the heat,
Burros bray in a twisting street,
Mexican cattle, red as rust,
Wander home in their golden dust.
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Who can say here what is dross?
An Indian church with a woOden cross
0'erlooks the village, sending down
Its benediction on the town.
Sh~ep

Herder
Hia sharp; peaked tent is white against the hill,
Te+ered on the canyon's rugged floor.,
Hi~'d()g

Ru*s far afield for squirrels.
-Under the pinons close
at hand
.
.
His sheep with drowsy patience,
Raise their plaint.
The minor tones, from ewe, from la~b,
Are carried on the evening air.
A simple herder. He knows best his way
Among the cedars of the cone-shaped hills.
Certiza,
rabbit bush,
ana spicy sage
He brews for tea. His life is laid on simple lines,
His earthy gr1ive among the pungent pines.
~"

-

~

l

I like the stronger accents of the West.
The heart that shrinks at first from desert waste
Soon learns the joy of rare, new wines to taste.
And last of all it loves this country best.

"
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Elegiac
By JOHN DILLON HUSBAND
No need to fumble searchingly those hungry,
Hopeless hands; nor stars nor sand
Nor, evening's fluid shadow-songs will yield him,
To yo~ now; nor any softer hand
Will lie on yours than winter's, white and slow,
And dreamlessly remote. The shade
Of fir and pine across your hushed heart ·will be
A drama spiritlessly played.
Returning springs will draw no amber flame
. Upward like It sudden wraith
. Startling the shadows in your eyes
Like a white bird on a purple heath.
But where he loved to lie in wind and sun
A shadow leans along t:Q.e grass,
.
And thrush and wren and swift brown deer pause there
For reverenpe
before they pass.
t

Growth
¥-.

By JOHN DILLON HUSBAND
.,

In the s'pare days of youth, when this bright tree
Of dreaming rested fruitless, lean and spare,
Fed on the swift spring rains, the sun's slow stare,
No poignant restlessness had troubled me.
Slow went the daYSl-my soul was free.
No bright-edged pride had harrowed me, nor air
Seemed burned with stars;· nor did the liquid flare
.Of moonglow show my soul's dim poverty.
But born of loneli~ess and formed with pride
There rose this white-leaved vine, with flowers of fire,
To feed upon the dream I wished to hide,
Woven from blind bewildering desire.
Now you for whom this beauty came to be
Have burned the tree. The vine is left to me.
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Canyon de Chelly·
By HORACE GARDNER
, These great red walls
Beating the air with consciousness
Of time,
Will speak our echo
After our dreams are ~et
In earth.
,
We shall remember ~ then
The green of peach trees
And the whitened sand
A great puff of cloud, settling
Into the writhing wound of earth
And silence, here, will speak of us
Under the !walls ofiilsunset
And the sleeping, shadowed world
Of the Canyon de Chelly.
Canyon de Chelly,. 1934, in June.
.
t'

,

.

.

.

Sonnet for ani Unforunate Young Man
By

lV,IARTIN MALONEY

· If I could die for }]ome,
I should
not fear;
I
.

I could meet grinning Death with high disdain.
My youth would n~t know old age, grim and sere;
I envy dead lads l~ing in the rain.
Or I could die for faith, and fall at last
". Wrapped round in ,carlet by some setting sun,
And leave a name like a brazen trumpet blast· A sign for men to know the course I'd run.
Why, I could die for honor or for fame,
A light work, or.a lady's dropping glove,
A passage o'er the i,honor of a name.
A quarrel o'er some lightly given love.
, Dear God, look down, and listen to my cry;
· Alas! I have no cause for which to die!
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Strike Area
By

ARON KRICR

Iron
On the old wheel, down neck
The city ends betrayed
To the rivE1r, sold to smoke.
Salt the wound!
The police~'nand played,
Cards scattered,
.
The sharper gone.
This is where we must begin!
Torn from newsprint
The silver lining.
Men gripped by promise,
Given to raw sleep.
Now!
Now is the time!
Whispers
Pushed along with nightsticks.
Whispers slugged in alleys.
"Pride ..."
The catchword exposed.
"Pride wQat?"
"We want"to- know!"
Strike! The lie unfinished.
"Fellow stomachs,
Business men, the enemy
Within our gates... the flag
Must lead the investor!"
Dollars wave.
Crucible pours the cannon~
Dust IS thrown.
"We want to know!"
"Now! Now!" The question burns.
The deceiver runs from 'flame.
The answer rages strike..
"

-.
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Reprieve
,

L

By CAREY HOLBROOK

Only a while to linger,
Only a while to ~tay,
Only a few more things to do
And unsaid things to say;
Only a while to wander
With' you where the warm stars gleam;
Only a while to linger,
And a few mOire dreams to dream.

'.

'.

f

'\

Only a while~to wonder
'Til whispering twilight comes;
Dus~.! And a beating of phantom wings
Soft in the darkness dtums!
Only a \\[hile to whisper .
The notes of an old refrain;
Only a while to wonder, ~
And to press your hand again.
Only a while to-reckon
The worth of the flying years;
Only the cost of gay hours lost,
Only the value of tears.
Only the lengthening shadows
When night time comes at last;
Only your arms to keep me safe '
And love to hold me fast.

i

i

I

I,,
I
I
,!
I

II

l

..
t
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Sonnets of Reality
By

DONALD' CROSNO

, I-TIME
In some quaint cave of crude dis-symmetry
Dwells Time, the monk of m~dness, priest to doubt.
With patient hands he deftly turns about
The polished 'Wheels of one slow century,
And ponders, lost in timeless ecstasy,
While fl{om his silent cell the days slip out
And form, like caravans of slaves devout,
A fading trail into e~ernity.
So ~ons after thought and thinker die,
The worlds from creeping crusts of slothful ice
The blackened cindered suns cannot restore;
Then Time with groping hands t~rough lifeless sky
Will search in vain for yet another rise
Of Rhythm and Light; and Time shall be no more.
2-LIGHT
Past madly whirling suns that flash and.die
Like floating sparks a,.t dusk, a lone light ray .
Is hurled through space, unnumbered miles each day .
For centuries. It flings through pathless sky
Past constellations ~hile men slowly try
To feel one puny thrill. What joy to bay
The very heels of Time, or make swift way .
Along space paths where Light alone can ply.
What trifling fate condemns these brilliant flights
To tell some lonely man the slow decay
Of burning suns? 'V'ho dreams that just for men
The evening cloud banks flame to glowing heights,
Or little beams of peering light display
One'shaded fern in some secluded g:len?
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3-CHANGE
While Time goes ticking through these transient modes
That form the lives of men, a power stern
Performs its task of thange. While minutes burn
Each tiny atom feels the restless goads
That drive it down~ the ~ unrepeated roads
'Of ceaseless Change. No mind of man can turn,
Nor steel, nor soul, nor massive sun can spurn
This force that builds to ever' new abodes.
~

,.-

And man, a solitary figure, stands
On silent sands beneath the silent skies.
When he perceives these shadowed hands that range
Across the universe of waiting lands,
He 'flings aloft unanswered prayerful cries
And sinks beJ:1eath the endless flow of Change.

Esposo 1'4exicano
By KATHERINE POWERS GALLEGOS
Pure bright ardor of a Caponsacchi, '
Sigurd braving yet the fiery ring,
Lancelot, ,false in friendship, true in passion,
Bold young Robin, wooing in the spring,These are lovers poets sing their songs 00,In my heart a song as sweet I hear;
Lilting Spanish words repeat its message,
Indian tom-toms beat its rhythmic air.

l,
II

So for you who made my life a garden,
Laced With fragrant paths tired feet may roam,
You who gave me all my joy of living,
Baby h~nds, broad. fields, adobe home,-

i

I

I

Yours the song that's in my heart forever,Soul, re'call the words,and sing again,
"Never life our joyous hands shall sever,
Death shall never make our one life twain !"
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In Reply to Wordsworth's "Ode on the Intimations
.
of Immortality"
By HOWARD SYLVESTER

'I do .not say that you are wrong
To think that childhood is all joy.
Yet what I think-but I'm not sure
Enough of that to be direct,
To cry you down, assert my view.
All this is true, lo me at least,
That childhood hears the pain. That growth
Survives,the sorrow,' builds the blocks
This life is set on. Say you, then,
That fledglings love their wings the more
Than soaring birds who know of :flight?
Or stirring seeds know more of joy
.
Than those first fragile tips that burst
. Through earth to glory in the ligJ1t
To bend in adverse winds, to seek
.Conciliation with all life
About them'? How tightly, closely
Wrapped the bud! Encircled petals
Close the heart, and there imprison
Fragrance. Only the bud full blown
Perfumes the air. No flower blooms
Until maturity; nor does the soul . . .

\
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,Girl's· Elegy
By SIDDlE JOE J OH'NSON

t

They have dressed her. in rose;
They have brought the first blooms
Of the year ~ her feet.
As she lies in repose
In the! shadowy rooms,
She is' sweet-she is sweet.

.

,

.

:

They lave chosen a day
'From ~he year newly born;
They ~ave carried her here;
They have laid her away
By the blossoming thorn
With ~ song and a tear.
1

_ i

I

,

~

They have pruned the young rose;
They Have
planted the shoot;
,
She is free-she is free!
In her jearthy repose,
She is one with the root;
She is one with the tree.
,

1'1'

,

~

,

1

I
I

'f"

f
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The Quarterly Birthday Party
On the evenilJ.g of Mil-rch 16 at the Original Mexican
Cafe in Albuquerque, THE NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY repre. sented by its editorial staff and by contributors to the magazine and their gUests held birthday party. There was
no especial reason why the birthday party for THE QUARTERLY should be herd this year any more than last year or the
next. But the magazine had never had a birthday party
and how can anything grow in grace without birthdays and
parties?
As the chairman of the evening remarked, "THE QUARTERLY never even had a christening party and a proper baptizing to save it from Qrigjnal sin." But it did come "into
the world surrounded by'friends. Among those whose sponsorship guided the magazine in its earliest days were Dr.
J. F. Zimmerman,'Mr. Paul Walter Sr. and Mr. Paul Walter
Jr., Mrs. Mary Austin, and Dr. E. L. Hewett. THE QUARTERLY acknowledged the aid of these and other individuals
who by letter and by personal contacts helped to nourish
the infant journal beyond the stages of infant mortality.
The party on March 16th wa~ not so much to review
the past of the magazine or to predict its future as to celebrate its present and those present, of whom, not counting
THE QUARTERLY, there were more than half a hundred. THE
qUARTERLY announced that it was good to be alive and proposed that as a theme for ,tHe evening-not a silly theme,
THE QUARTERLY emphasized, pointing out the heavy number of' magazine death~ during the depression from malnutrition.
First of all were the birthday cards and telegrams of
congratulation from Elizabeth Willis De Huff of Santa Fe,
Frances Gillmor of Tucson, Edith Botsford of Raton,
Sussanna Myers of Santa Fe whose postal bouquet of blossoms of the Giant Cactus almost matched the real bi'rthday
bouquet presented to the party by the Original Mtxican

a

!!

[ 116 ]
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Cafe which played \the host with music, gaily- decorated
tables, and super-super Mexican food. There were out of
tOwn guests who br~ught congratulations in person: Ina
Sizer Cassidy, Ruth; Laughlin Alexander, Hester Jones of
Santa Fe, Katherine i Powers Gallegos of Los Lunas. Then
there were all the Albuquerque people who played the host
and hostess (for th~ party was a Dutch Treat) and who
complimented the m,gazine by attending its self-proposed
party and joining·in the program of the eveni~g.
And the program! It rivalled the famed Gridiron Club
for spa~kle of wit and flash of humor! What would one ex- .
pect of 'I,those talentea with the pen? ' Is the pen mightie~
than th~ tongue? Tq report the sallies and Sayings of the
eVening~WOUld be to :share too generously with those who
could h ve come (if t~ere were alJY) and di<!-n't. Then too,
• the edit r failed to take stenographic notes and much would
be lost. Here, however, is the program, arranged in the
manner f a magazin composed though not edited for the
evening, which makeslno mention of the interruptions from
the claque
at the corner table which insisted upon paging
I
each speaker in some vociferous manner.
Introductory re~arks (exceedingly gay)-The editor.
Toast, in Verse, '~To the Occasion"-Carey Holbr90k. page, one of
the Maga~,ine.
.,
"Little New Mexican Detours from a Bus Window"
I with pantofuime), Lynn B. Mitchell-page· tWo.
"Dr matic MonoIP
. gsl after the Manne~ of E. A. Robinn"-Tilbury ~t. Clair-page- ten.
"Malting a Stein of Verse"-Gertrude S. Fisher---(Jage
twelve.
"Smoke Talk anq C rrespondence Column"-Harvey
Threlkeld-Iiag thirteen (a bad number).
"A Communicaticln f om an Anonymous Contributor"
Erna' FergiIss n~page twenty.
-

I

~

•

,

l

I

1

'

•

1

•

1

'

~

-1
,

I

1 _

i,
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Toast to an Absent Guest-" A· Blossom of Barren
Lands," poem by- E. M. Rhodes, read by Lansing
Bloom-page tw~nty-five.
Poets' ,Contest-Dorothy Parker Croano, Ezra Pound
Gardner, Shang Sing Ho McGovern-page hye~~
ty-seven.
"Modern Poetry-As"! Feel U"_F. M. Dcnton-,pagE
thirty.
.
-Toast to Comidas Mexicanas-Katherine Powers Gallegos-page forty.
Book Reviews of Unwritten Books-Ancient Man
Hunters of the Third Mesa, A Sur-realist Looks at
Life or Above the Below, Kaffee Klatches at Old
Konigsberg, Nudism on the Horizon or Expanding
Educatiorwl Frontiers, New M e~ico' s Past .or
Back-Wasking in Old Spain,' The Gold StandAl-rd
or- No Quarters Given, Storied Easels <1r Will Canvas Hold Out ?-T. Menken Pearce..
Such was the party! THE QUARTERLY felt much older
and wiser after it was over. Next time THE QUARTERLY is
going to ask for birthday presents. '. Subscriptions? . Well,
the guests did have to pay for the birthday cake.
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Boolt Reviews
W6stering-Thomas Hornsby Ferrill-Yale University Press, New
Haven-$2.00.

.J

. Thomas Hornsby ~rr'iI is a poet with structure in' his
thinking. I kI1-0w of no ,other poet wh«;) so apprehends, em()tionally and intellectually, the going on of ordered processes
tltrough time-"the dar~ impounded order of this canyon."
It is a view that puts the moment into a pattern of.ages,
a geological time s~hem~.And it does i~ with .:,none of the
: blurred wonder whIch sq often accompanIes the lay effort to
think of geological time.,; Quite' simply, quite profoundly, he
- -, considers the time of mpuntains. Indeed; "Time of Monntains," the title of the first poem in his volume, could well
have been the'title of the book:

J~.,

1
o

'0

.

"You know where the ~lls are going, you, can feel them,
The far blue hills dissolving in luminous water~
The solvent mountains goililg home to the oceans...
I stop to rest but the order still keeps moving.

t: ."

Yet against this. timle of mountains, the individual, able
to comprehend, does not lose dignity:

0

"But if I go before these mountains go,
I am unbewildered by the time of mountains,
I,' who have followed life up from the sea
II;\to a black incision in this planet,
· n bring an end to stone infinitives.
ave held rivers to my eyes like lens.es
'd rearranged the mountains at my pleasure
one might change the apples in a bowl,
d I have wallred a. dim unearthly prairie
m which these peaks have not yet blown away."
o

;'$

o

Jl.
.
li t' Nor against the cycles of time and slowly disappearing

mbuntain ranges does the moment lose the sharpness of
its identity. After ~iding "fat and naked out of .earth of
time dismantled"
,.
[119 ]
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"It's good to feel some dark wepd clutch your stirrup,
The tall marsh el<ler dragging its pollen across
'
The starlight on the black arch of your ·boot.' .
~

The moment, however, falls into proportion; the mo- .
ment real and moving, in 1605,

"0 soft, Coyote in tpe noon,
Onate comes up the deep arroyo
Rides up the silver road of Spain..."
and no lesS} real and moving in 1934, with
a Model T
Stripped and forgotten in a sage arroyo."
fl

Such a view strips his poetry of any tendency to rom~n·
ticize or to sentiment.alize. He protests sadly and satiri.
cally against the insincerities of those who would clothe the
West in false colors of romance, or hold too tenaciously a
passing culture:

.

i .

"0, gourd vine in my fingers, yellow ploom,
You are not honest, gourd vine in my fingers...
Let rain dissolve the bowl, New Mexico,
And wash our hands! Come, let us walk together
Into the quiet s~)frow of the greasewood..."

'I

This kind of poetry has its strength in the stature of
its ideas, and this is its sufficient beauty. But Ferri! ddes
not lack other kinds of poetic beauty.. There is music in
"Song for Aaron l,3urr," in "Fall Plowing," in "Elegy-New
Mexico;" tragic music in "This Foreman." Yet the poetic".
quality of his lines lie's less in music than in a ce~tain lum-"
inous suspension, a light, that comes in phrase and mov~
ment and gives a mountain clarity in such poems as "Ghos~
Town" and "Magenta" to conifirs and mineshafts and even~,
a dressmaker's dummy on a dump.
. Ferri! is a poet with something to say. He says it with
beauty and honesty. The rest of us will do well to listen to
him; to see with him both the Model-T and also "the dim
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. unearthly prairie from which these peaks - hav~ not yet
blown 'away."
FRANCES GILMOR.

Tucson, Arizona. '
The

P-ro1td Sheriff-Eugene Manlove
Gompany,'Boston, 1935-$2.00.

Rhodes--I{oughton, Mifflin
"

'Stampede you lovers of the Real Wes~, for Eugene Manlove Rhodes' last· novel, The Proud Sheriff, is just ott the
press -and it is in every way a masterpiece of realistic writing that should be classed as Western literature supreme.
The book is, a delight in every detail from its artistIc
cover jacket by the distingujshed artist W. H. D. Koerner;
i,ts illuminating, appreciative preamble concerning the, hiq-h
lights in Gene Rhodes' colorful life by Henry Httlrbert
Knibbs; to one of the most startling and surprisingljy ingenious climaxes fOIDld in any of his inimitable novels.
The plot concerns Otey B~ach, "a slim, awkward~ and
freckled towhead of twenty," who is implicated in the brutal ........
murder of two of the most prominent citizens of Hillsboro, .;.:
New Mexico, a Southwest mining town lost, "halfway to
he-aven" in a tangle of 'Yi1d red hills. The circumstantial evidence against Otey tests the detective powers of Spinal Maginnis, the Proud Sheriff of Sierra County, who has faith
.in the boy's innocence. The theme.is developed in Eugene
Rhodes' easy, original, sparkling, hilarious style which gives
so much pleasure to his readers but which meant hours of
painstaking labor on the part of hoth Gene Rhodes and his
faithful wife, May D. Rhodes, rewriting, revising, 'correcting his manuscripts, in a lifelong partnership of accomplishment. In fact the author admitted a few months ago, "That
last story nearly killed me." Once again he proved that hef
was the greatest writer of Western tales for he demonstrate~
beyond a doubt that, he knew his country and its people and
-.drew most of his characters from life apd selected events"in _
this fast moving action story which actually occurred. Old
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time residents of Hillsboro, LakJ Valley and other Sierra
County towns mentioned in the story will enjoy reading his
true to life descriptions and chuckle over his lifelike delineation of the picturesque character of the Proud Sheriff,
who appeared to be a,slow-spoken, yet keen-witted, resourceful Westerner of the old s~hool. .
Gene Rhodes has pas~ed on but he is still very much in
the picture out West; he-has not lost his place in the story,
for he is still loved and his m~mory cherished in the hearts
of his loyal friends who feel that his Spirit-the man's real
self-laughs co~rageously at you through the un1Jsual word's
of his self-written epitaph:
.JJ

Quema,do, N ew Mexico.
Contemporary Legends-Sydney Salt--Caraval Press, Majorca, 1935
-$1.00.

Sydney Salt is a careful, almost parsimonious, .writer
whose production is measured to present and, so far as is
possible, to solve the Personal ,problem of SydI}ey Salt~ That
problem is an unusual one in that Salt's life has b,een more
than extraordinarily unfortunate. But it also is characteristic and contemporary in that it mirrors the confusion and
unhappiness, lonel~ness and mis~ry of the dispossessed
writers of the present day.
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Salt has no social. nor regional~ even (I might say) national, roots. Olit of .the eight short stories in this volume,
six deal with love and ,S~dney Salt, his own prescience of
loneliness or the stability or instability of power. or terror
in its various project~d and s,ubjective fornis. The other
two, consciously or un¢onsciously, are attempts to find roots
in the tradition, or in'~eLrevolutionaryprojection, of Ame:r- .
ica." The Indian piec~ i~ unau~hentic·. Salt cannot under-' .
stand the Indian traditio~, nor is he familiar with it. It is
a foreibrrl land. And in the last story in the book, where he
deals with the problem I of communist organizers in the
South, he admit~. that: h~ can be no communist. It is unhappiness everywhere.' tnd when. the attemptVto organize
the negroes there failed. ' I'We were a funeral all the Y~ay to
New York." Sq goes th~ last line in the book.
Salt is now in Majorea. I had been hoping some sto~ies
would have been includedl to indicate how Salt had adjusted
himself to the life of ~n lexpatriate. But there is Bothing.
And it seems that Salt has found it more difficult to write
'in Majorca than -it was f6r him even in New York.',
(Aside: one of tIt atories was Qriginally published in
Front. Salt should ha~e Imade an. acknowledgement. of this
fact. It was unethicalipq~ so tOjdo.)
The language is unuFuaI. It is genuine,' but somehow
not quite smooth: as if h~ had strained for something to be
expressed out of his own :awareness that was almost iml?08sible to be stated.. But the movement of the narrat(ve is
always swift, intense with an occasional flash of poetic
beauty. I think Salt in his literary productioJ.Yis "musclebound"-if he' only could limber up and get going, it would
be better for bim and his public~
'
I

.

,1

t

1

f

t~

.,

,

-NORMAN MACLEOD.

,

New York Cittf.

,I,
'.

t'

1
!
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sneezes, and that simple fact somehow i& the fatal re;;tson
why the book was written!
The foregoing is unfortunate in that it is a dJ.}1l catalogue of pages that are a delightful group_ of pictures. You
are'suddenly aware thatthe countryside has come alive, that
field~ are being plowed, planted and, reaped; .and that animals are
living and dying near you.
Tito is no longer a
9
•
mongrel stray dog, but a personality, a unique being whose
past is a mystery, but whose every act in the present is the
graceful gesture of a thoroughbred~ And by the time you
hear of his sad death, you are as moved as though a br.ave
and gallant friend had died. New Mexico has Ibeen trans~
formed from mere landscape, to the strangely beautiful
home of. a mystical Black Panther. '
~
I might quote any number of lovely phrases or passages
from the volume, simply by opening it at random. And I.
dou4Lretell many amusing stories of people and animals that'. .,.
1;i11 ~its pages; but one cannot describe a poem. It must bet
read.
!
The book is beautiful in format. It is attractively bound
and printed, the type is 'clear and pleasing to the eye; and
the illustrations are excellent photographs, mostly of landscape, by Edward Weston, Ansel Adams, Ernest Knee and
Carl Van Ve e h t e n . " "
-SPUD J OHNSpN.
TM8, New Mexico.
I

'

I-~

i

S

-

~

r

J ornada--R. L. DUffus-CoviciiFriede, New York; the Van Rees Press,
:
1935-$2.00.

q

. ~:; Upon sighting the author's name, one feels immediately
thftj! the pages will be authentic and masterly in the treatm~nt of Trail days and ways. The romance J ornada' verifies
this prediction. It moves rapidly, \Infolds its history thrill,
ingly, and will not be put aside by the reader until the last
line on page 313. Many new readers will be interested inthe complicated intrigue of 1846 ~ Mr. Duffus depicts it;'

;

r :

, ,
,

,

, ;
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and even if one elinlrinated the romantic portions-which
could not be done, h4wever-.this ne~ Trail book would be
, worth reading and placing on the shelf ~f accurate, informative SouthwestJrn literature of this year.
To New Mexica s the ti~le ~uggests the dreary Jornado
del Muerto of their 0 n state~ Duffus, however, is writing
about tbat sinister 'short-cdt" between the Ford of the'
Arkansas River and he Cim;JrronRiver, see pages 70, 83'
and. 99 for. descriPt.i~ns. thatjJi
. ~.• Inger in the mI·nd. I.n trail
parlance of the Span-i h anq Mexican days, una jornada was
a dalY'S trek; later it ook the: meaning of a difficult stretch
.of desert country. ()\ I is a gdod name for a book, and the
camp scenes, trail dky talk, charming word pictures are
spl~n~idly done.
.One feels ae. vag e regret that the lovely' bride of the
American caravan c ptain sounds a bit sophisticated' and
plain-spoken for her race, age, and the times. She is the
. masculine idea of a rtmance-breathing senorita rather than
the. vjvid, r~al ~rl of Fxc~usive Spanish re~ring and cUltur~l.
traln~ng befittIng her hIgh socIal rank. . Another note IS
that I),er maid is a ne~ess! New Mexico history reflects in
unmistakable terms t, e abhorrence of the Mexican and New ;,
Mex~can for slavery. There,might be, in the So~thern husband's entourage~ a qitrky cook-b~dy, but one cannot think .
the high strung D.on, Mercedes would p.ermit black hands '
near her delicate perdon . . . . one of the innumerable In- i
dian slaves or peona blass Mexican servants would be more
~ ~. in keeping!
!."
,.
'I
These ite~s 'are Iacademic ; they do not interfere with
\ rush of the story. 'If~e men are excellently characterized, .
their talking is one ,<f.. the chief charms of the book.. Perhaps it is too much t1 ask of a busy, Chicago rail-roader to
cope with the vagari~r ofa romantie bride of a century ago.
Jorruuln, opens tile eyes to the almost Umitless possibilities for romantic as ~ell as historic literature of this stirring period of American times. This novel js an Am,rican

I
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story for American readers.; orte wonders if it is not high
time for the American reader to hear about the Mexican
War from the Mexican angle? Certainly for a really great
novel of that period, a prime requisite must, be a sympa-'
thetic understanding of Mexican personality, and the evalu.:.
ati:on of.
the events of that
difficult time in Mexican history,
I
.
--oneT which can best be appreciated after the passage of
time land the cooling of the blood of two passionate peoples.
~ book like J ornada is' a deligqtful event; but it does,
not ~how the best of either the Mexican or the American.
This period has not been over, done either romantically or
historically ~ May Mr. Duffus take up his gracious pen and
give us more.
MAUDE McFIE BLOOM.
Albuquerque.
Pittsburgh, Memoranda---Haniel Long-Limited Edition. Writers
Editions, Santa Fe, New Mexico-The Rydal Press-$2.50.

.

It is surprising to find so much sweetness and light

1

coming out of smoky and murky Pittsburgh!
In a Prologue, eleven Episodes, and an Epilogue, Haniel
Long has presented, through the medium of biographies,
sketches, and pictures of Pittsburgh and itsfamou8 sons,
our nation in microcosm. 11'or, with these stories of influential people and events in Pittsburgh, beginning with the
Homestead strike of 1892, and ending with just before the
Great Depression, the economic, industrial, politIcal, and
'I ' social history of the whole country unrolls itself. In the
particular we may read the universal.
Here I am in danger of giving a wrong impression of
this potable book. It is not history"nor biograp.py, sociology
nor econom~, but' poetry. Strong 'and glowing poetry, too,
fused frequently into a white heat of passionate feeling, informed with vigorously expressed and noble thought.
The form of this book is of great interest. ' Starti~g
with a finely poetic and moving prologue in free verse
7
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i
rhythms, it proceeqs with a beautifully cadenced i prose,
which is varied at times by a sort of loose-rhymed blank.
verse and powerful free verse.
~he whole poer. seems charged with an electric excitement. As is nat,ral, however, certaien parts appe4l1 mor.e
than others. Of the,e, my' fav.orites are the Prologue,; Hom~
stead, Brashear, M~s. Soffel, Westinghouse, Henry (Jeorge,
Two Memoranda, Frank Hogan and Fred Demmler,i Bloom
Forevm', 0 Republi¢, and the Epilogue. I find that I have
mentioned most ·of them. .Well, they are all worthy (j)f mention, but I prefer t~ese because they seem tome to contain
more of passionaht lemotion and feeling, striking arid original thought, and ~ure lyricism. Here are the towering
figures connected "iith the indu:strial and artistic development of PittsburgN sorne of them stripped of their sham
greatness, others erxalted and made greater, all of them
humanized; here is [bitten in, as with acid, the tragic waste
of the World War; ~~d here is the Smoky City, its humanity
.and beauty triumP4ing finally over its grime and dust and
conflict. To me it i~ a great and significant thing that, out
of such material, the poet created beauty, and, grea~r and
more significant st~~l, the note of quiet optimism which is i
woven, like a thread <;>f gold, through the entire pattern.
I

i

•

-

0

Space allows ~e to cite only a few fine passages:
;For lyric beauty:
'.'
.
\
I

~

i

l

Our foref4thers were pioneers.
.
So are wej
They cain¢ like shadows through the Alleghani~ ,
exp~oring ~nd hoping.
Our forefathers
went shadow-like
~
into beaut~ful valleys
of orioles lana. rhododendron
-and of death.
I

"J

-

l'

."
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Nothing can trick the eye of love-lovers
knowing their identity, infinitude:
and if the path of love be the path of death,
it cannot frighten them--Iovers knowing
what is true, .
•
and death is a lie; knowing what really
concerns thein,
'and death does not.
(Mrs. Soffel)

o blackbirds, sing forever in faraway Texas,
sing forever in Kew Gardens, and in the Congo-(Two Memoranda)
Stems of a living forest,
Pittsburgh men and women and children,
their roots laced together under the e~rth,
their branches tied and meshed against the skyI have seen those trunks and leaves against
the smoking sunsets.
(Epilogue)

I
.•

For powerful and epigrammatic thought:
. . . . . . . . one wonders whether a nation
can develop without the men who at each stage of
their own development stand up for what they
consider justice . . . .~ . .
(Homestead) .
The alternative would be for the republic to breed
up a race of men who could work together without
growing violent: men more interested in getting
somewhere than in haying their own way.
(Idem)
Maybe if we keep knifing one another we will get
sick of it finally. When a man sickens of violence·
and self-assertion, sometimes a spirit flows into
.ihim the way an ocean flows !nto an inlet.
(Idem)

)
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The fine hopef~lness:
And so you have conte, dear son,
:
.and you e~ter a world more beautiful, trqly,
than mus~cian or painter ha~ seen iti
!.
(Two Memoranda)

(On lookihg at Pittsburgh's smoke and f<J~) :
Despite t~e/ horrors of my time, I knew
i
(and knew it with the greatest joy life gii\7es), .
that ther~ were people in that hidden city
seeking' the laws of life,' mingling their kn<l»wledge,
suffering Jbut finding p~ace
in one another,.
..
and learn~ng more and more not to wish power
over anY$e but themselves~
It was no! dream,
those living people, minds and heirts and bodies.
i'
(Epilogue)

.. If

No, this is no ~ream, and it is good to have a fine, sensitive poet like H~niel Long assert it with force and emphasis.
I ~
•.
In formatan1 printIng, the book is a delighlt and a
credit to the Ryda Press.. It is a book to buy, to keep as
. one's own, to· read I and re~read, to cherish. We need such
books in times like these.
I

Albuquerque.

: I

i
I

GEORGE ST. CLAlR.

.

'

Errata Sheet for Q~ARTERLY, February, 1935; Vol. y, No.1
p. 22, 1.5--a~lOgOUS for analagous.
'
p. 24, 1.1 belo table-enormQus for erroneous.,
p. 24, 1.22-u foresee,n for unforseen.
:
p. 24, 1.25-cqmpetitors' for competitor's.
. p. 46, 1.29--cpITeet after the dash as follows: "-so
long as th.ey merel: wish for a folk-renaissance. It 'will dis..
appear as soon as ,hey espous~ a realistic programme, etc."
p. 59, L12--a ecdotes for anecdoes.
,
p. 64, 1.17---iUfreadable eyes for readable eyes.

.
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I

I
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something unusual for the

~ext

number. In August THE

QUARTERLY wiLl publish:
"A Century of Mafianas"-the story of the centennial
of Questa, New Mexico--by Betty Staples
"Cum What?"-the trials of the search for higher
learning-by Elijah L. Jacobs
Stories in August or later numbers, by Georgia
Knotts, Dorothy Eargle Thomas, Don Glassman, Edna
Bouldin

Prices are rising, but not the subscription price of
THE NEW

MEXICO

QUARTERLY. One dollar the year. Mail

to University Press, Albuquerque, N. M.
Date.__ ~
I enclose
subscription to THE NEW

_

for
MEXICO

_
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